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ABSTRACT
Secondary Motion of Suspended Particles■in • 
a Cone and Plate Viscometer.
In this thesis, research is described in which.suspensions 
of small, solid, spheres were sheared in a Ferranti-Shlrley cone 
and plate viscometer, a method ■ having been developed enabling 
the particle distribution present in the cone plate gap to be 
viewed in conditions identical to those present during viscosity 
measurments.
Observations made with this apparatus indicate, that when 
the particles are suspended in a non-newtonian, normal force 
producing material, (Poly-.iso-Butylene solution) the particles 
migrate rapidly to the edge of the cone-plate gap. Comparative 
observations on suspensions of particles in. newtonian, and non- 
newtonian materials having little or no normal force effects, 
have been made, which do not show any simil ar radial motion.
The observations were recorded photographically and the 
records analysed to give quantitative data concerning the rate 
of migration of the particles, and certain particle formations 
(rings), which developed during the. shearing process. ••
A theoretical ' • explanation of. the phehomemena has been 
sought, in terms of the effect, upon an. individual particle, of 
the gradient of normal■stress known to exist in a normal force ■ 
producing material, when sheared in a cone and plate instrument.
In order to apply the theory to the observed particle radial 
motion,it was-necessary to measure the viscous resistance 
experienced by a particle moving through a medium, which was 
itself being sheared in a plane perpendicular to the particles’ 
direction of motion, Measurments were made on oarticles, falling 
under gravity in a coaxial cylinder apparatus to establish a
avalue for this viscous resistance,which was. then applied to 
the analysis of particle motion in the cone plate system..
Using this data, the predictions of the theory have been 
evaluated, and compared with, the results of observations of 
particle radial motion’nrde in practice, some measure of 
agreement having been obtained#
The author wishes .to acknowledge th|3 interest and. 
advice given so unstintingly by Hr. ^.W.Whorlow of the'"" 
Physics Department, Battersea Col|L4ge of Technology.
Thanks are also due to Mr.lR.G;King of Farol
• ■ • , M ■ -I ■ I
Reasearch Engineers who made the measurements of normal
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force which have been refered toi in, the text, and to
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Miss. M.Walker who very kindly urldertobk to type the
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" CHIPTaR 1 ■ ■ .  ^ '
Introduction, . ‘.''.'I
T .
1.1 The research which' is reported . in. this., thesis arose
as a natural consequence from," -quite - separate project.
The original intention was to examine the viscous properties.
of suspensions of small- (100 micron diameter) solid spheres
in non-newtonian liquids.■ The apparatus available for
this work was a F or ranti-Shir1ev cone and ulate viscometer
/
fitted with a special particle cone having a gap angle of. 
anproximat ely 1* 3 degrees. 'Initially the epoaratus -was . 
used to select test liquids which displayed regular 
properties, lack of time dependence, thixotropy etc, as 
explained .in chapter 2. " •
The first material- to be-- selected, was a IGy solution 
of Polv-iso-butvlene In tetraline, which anneared to be
| 7 . •* —  ^
quite suitable when tested ...as. a pure liquid. However when ■ . 
a suspension was prepared using this solution, the . 
apparent viscosity measured at. a constant rate of shear,' 
was found to decrease by 10p to llwl of its initial value 
during about five minutes sheering. This fall in. 
apparent viscosity (^) was both Lteedy and reproducible, 
and since the licuid nhase was known to oossess regular 
properties the conclusion reached was that the distribution, 
of the particles present must change with: time of shearing.
In order to investigate this possibility a glass 
prism was substituted for the lower plate, of. the Ferranti- 
Shirley and observations-of the particle distribution 
made as described in chapter 4, The sequences. of 
photo.gr•"•ohs plate 6 to ^ », 'show, the. results of typical 
observations at various rates of shear, and clearly • 
demonstrate that the particles migrated rapidly towards 
the edge of the cone falling into. ring'formations as they, 
did so. The time needed for the cone area to become clear
-  9 -  . ' ■
of ner tides wrs in the order of .forty minutes and was, 
very much less than would bo expected for ce.ntrifiig.ei 
effects, which .by calculation on. .the ^ conservative basis of 
the cone angular velocity and an assumed effective■■ 
viscosity of only ten poise suggests a clearance time' of - 
more than thirty hours. =
•The most obvious characteristics of the P.I.B. solution 
used were its non-linear, shear stress .- rate of shear 
characteristic (graph 1) and the large normal force effects 
produced during shearing (graph -.2). Iri order to establish 
the necessary conditions for the phenomena., the observations 
were twice repeated once with a suspension made up in a 
newtonian fluid nHheoplex,! the rheogr.ym ’ tor which Is shown 
In graph 1, and secondly with Sodiuin-Carboxy-Methyl-Celiulose 
a material'having non-linear flow characteristic (graph 1) 
and an apparent'viscosity similar 'to - that of the P.I.B. 
solution, but exhibiting only small normal force' effects.
("raph 2). The comparative effects • of shearing.. these . -_
suspensions is shown in plate 1 where In each case the rate 
of shear used was 138 sec~* equivalent to 30 revolutions 
per minute of the cone. Plates 1A and. 13 show a suspension 
in Rheoplex before and after 30 .minutes shear in?; while, in 
10 and ID a suspension in:SCIIC has also been sheared for 
30 minutes. By contrast 13' and IF show the effect of only 
5 minutes shearing of the P.1.3. based suspension. The 
absence of any significant particle motion in either control 
experiment directly eliminates centrifugal forces as 'a 
possible cause of the migration which-occurred in 13 and F.
The fact that only certain materials promote this 
effect partly explains why It has not previously.been 
observed, however an additional reason Is demonstrated by 
plate 3 where the effect of carefully separating the .plates 
of the cone and plate system'.is shown. The marker dye shown 
is 3A at the edge of the cone has been drawn towards the
centre in 33 after the(places werb separated. 'This effect •
would obviously d.isruut any particle formulations which'- ..
1 ■ 
might have developed in the gap during shearing.
Direct measurements made on s'anpJles of the P.I.B. and 
SC.MC. used in this work showed that I the normal stress" 
differences Cp^  - p^) and (p„ - p )^ I produced • during shear 
were very large in the P.I.B,- solution compared to the 
SCMC and this in turn indicated t(hat the normal stress 
gradient known to exist-in a conp and plate system 
containing a normal force .producing rjiajterial (1) would be 
of greater magnitude in'• the ■ cash of jP. 1.3. than 3CKC.
This led to the working hypothesip ^ th^t . the radial variation 
of normal stress was responsible '• fbrj' the observed migration 
of the solid particles. ! * . -— —^
The .underlying assumptions made- in applying this' 
hypothesis have been examined in chapter 3 and an-expression 
for the radial force experienced by a spherical particle 
in the normal stress .gradient has been developed. Thus an . 
exoression has been derived (equ.^ti^n 21) for the radial 
velocity of a particle in tbrms of this normal stress gradient
 ^b I
( )D and the effective viscous hbsistance of the fluid., 
a coefficient of viscosity similar to that which appears 
in Stokes law. In practice the radial |Velocity could not 
be directly determined the only meaparable quantity being 
the time taken for the .particles to aJchieve-a given radi.nl 
displacement ( in effect nnd thus equation 2/ was
extended to yield an expression (Iquetion 23) for the time
1 I i
taken for a particle to move betwpenj twTo given.radii.
Equation 23 was else couched In terhs of the normal stress 
gradient and the -effective (or Stokes).viscosity. The 
actual value of the viscous resistance was not clear due 
to the non-linear form of -the shear stress’ - rate of shear 
characteristic of the P.I.B. solution, and thus a direct 
measurement of its value was made as discussed in chapter p-
The theory developed here predicts that a circular.
area clear :of particles' should develop ' at the centre of
the cone and increase in radius' with' time of shearing.
Thus the theory makes no;predictions"concerning the rings,
only the overall migration in which the rings - participate.
In an attempt to evaluate this overall rate of migration
two different photographic techniques wefe employed, the
results of-which are compared in plate.2 where it may be
seen that they, resolved identical particle formations...
The tyre df negative shown in 2 A proved easier"to analyse
and thus this’ photographic.method was used to record the
results of this research (plates- 6 to 14). .The
■ phenomena observed, and shown in the photographs, were
analysed as described in chapters. 6 to 8 while the
conclusions which resulted-were presented in chapter 9 
• 1 : 
together with a-discussion of some possible modes of
formation of the rings.



1.2 Previous Related Work
It would , appear that there has been'.no -detailed 
study made -of either the notion of suspended roar tides 
in small angle cone and.plate systems', or of the 
viscous resistance offered by Pseudo-plastic'-.raaterials 
to the motion, of suspended-particles moving across an 
already established (primary) rate of shear as in 
chapter R. ■ v . - -
There have however been corf?in previous results . 
which are related,or in which techniques similar to 
those used here have been, mentioned,;... Cone end plate, 
systems have been used for some years: to .measure viscous-., 
properties being first suggested by: Mooney and Ewart In- — 
1934 (2) and subseouently developed commercially some. ■.
years- later [(3), (4) and (p)j finding considerable • 
application due to their , ease of operation and the 
uniform rate of shear provided by this configuration.- .- 
IlcKennell (6) .found that a cone and plate was. suitable 
for measurements on suspensions provided.that a modified 
cone was used.which possessed a flat central area to 
provide a minimum gap larger than, the-diameter of the 
suspended particles. In this account■no reference was 
made to secondary oarticle motion althon~h centrifugalv . 0
effects were accepted as being negligible.
Individual solid particles have been observed 
optically by I.E.Roberts (7) in a cone and plate, 
instrument in order to establish the.uniformity of the 
velocity: gradient ere sent • between the. cone, and plate, and., 
to detect turbulence, ho comment was made concerning.. • 
particle radial motion, although It would have been , 
difficult to observe when using only small numbers of'.; 
particles, ' 1
In regard of particle motions within a Couette system
- 9 -
(as used in chanter 5)' Bumscheidt and Mason" (-8) have 
. employed • similar ■•means ,• although for quite different 
purposes since these workers were investigating the 
■ behaviour1 of doublets of .snail fluid .drops suspended in 
'sheared liquids. .
• Finally the possibility of' fluid '.secondary notion 
in a cone and plate configuration, while not of. direct 
interest in this thes.is, has 'been considered .in a later 
chapter since it-would affect the motion of the suspended 
particles. Fluid secondary motion has been- suggested'by 
Cox (9) who has observed it in certain hewtonian oils, 
while R.G.King (10) has described.a .means of correcting 
normal force measurements' made in a ■ rheogoniometer''for . . . 
the effects of an assumed fluid secondary.flow. In 
addition Bhatnagar and Bathna (11) -have treated the , 
problem of secondary flow in a-small angle, cone and plat eh.. 
theoretically and have concluded that it is to be 
expected in a material obeying the Eenier-Rivlin equation 
of state, although It has not been observed directly. b- 
Hoppmann (12) has observed secondary flow in a wide angle 
(49°) cone system containing a polymer solution and has'."  ^  ^ j. . w
filmed vortices similar to those I predicted.by Bhatnagar 
and Bathna, for small angle cones.-
The above references do not deal directly with the 
work reported elsewhere in this thesis but the information 
which they contain has been drawn upon and thus7the 
references have been brought together for convenience..
CHAPTER II
The Selection and Properties of the Test .Materials
2.1 The materials used in this research were care­
fully chosen so as to exhibit well defined theological 
properties,free from complications due to cbemicial
or physical breakdown during storage or use. In this 
chapter the criteria used in the selection of the 
test materials are reviev/ed and the rheological 
properties of the chosen materials.described.
2.2 In general terms materials were required which 
were examples.of the following types of behaviour.
(&.) A newtonian material possessing a linear shear- 
stress, rate of shear characteristic, at least for the 
rates of shear used.
(b) A material having a non-linear shear-stress rate 
of shear characteristic, together with pronounced 
normal force effects,.
(c) A material again having a non-linear H o w : . v 
characteristic of the\same form as in (b) above, but 
without the normal force effects.
2'.3. The criteria used to assess the. suitability of 
the materials are set out below, the order in which 
they appear, not necessarily being indicative of the 
relative-importance of the various features. .’
(1) Long term stability. It was important that the 
materials should not break down chemically or 
physically while in storage over a period of several 
weeks, as it was desirable to obtain a complete set of 
results upon samples taken from the same bulk mix, to 
eliminate variations in the properties of individual 
test samples.
(2) Short term stability. The materials should be' 
stable for periods of at least one hour under the
more difficult conditions of mechanicial shearing in the 
open to which they were subjected,during actual test 
procedures,
(3) The Theological properties of the materials should 
be clearly defined and free from hysteresis effects, 
thinning due to continued shearing at a constant rate- 
of shear, and other effects such as yield stress which 
would make comparative results difficult to interpret.
In addition it was desirable for the shear stress, 
rate of shear characteristics to yield values of 
"viscosity11 which were of comparable magnitude for 
the various materials.
(4) 1/he re possible materials were selected which had 
been the subject of previous experimental work so 
that comparison^ of the general properties of the 
materials could be made.
In addition it was sought to. match the fluids to a 
solid' material so that suspensions could be prepared.; 
a suitable solid should be :-
(1) non reactive with.the chosen liquids this being 
important since even a slight surface effect could 
change the characteristics of the suspension considerably.
(2) either available or readilly convertable into small 
spherical particles.
(3) of a density such that the settlage rate in the 
liquid would be negligible during the time taken to 
obtain an experimental result.
2.4 The materials which were ultiminately chosen and 
which best fulfilled the above conditions were
(a) as an example of the newtonian fluid, an industrial 
plastisiser called Rheoplex manufactured, by the Geigy 
Chemical Company w.as used.
/a. ■ ■
(b) as a non-newtonian fluid possessing large, normal; ■. ■■.■■■-n 
force effects a solution of Poly-iso-Butylene in.
Tetralin. ■_
(c) as a non-newtonian fluid with only small normal 
force effects an aqueous ■ solution of Sodium-Carboxy 
methyl-cellulose (later abbreviated to S.C.M.C.)
(d) the solid materiel used.with all the above fluids.
was an acrylic moulding powder produced by- Imperial -
Chemical Industries under the trade name of Kallodoc.
2.5 The Rheoplex used was, grade 200 and the '* • -
tangential rate of shear, shear stress charasteristic 
was investigated using a Ferranti-Shirley cone and' 
plate viscometer. The rheogram obtained graph (1) . 
for the Rheoplex was found to be unique, without . 
hystersis effects,■and linear to within the experimental 
accuracy of the apoaratus which varied .-with the speed 
and torque ranges used but was approximately + 1% at 
the higher rates of shear. . The viscosity of the . 
material was measured over periods of up to three weeks 
and found to remain constant for that time, while, 
there apoeared to be no short term changes when 
exposed to the atmosphere. This material was . '
compatible with the Kallodoc particles, .however the 
settlage rate was such that new samples of suspension 
were required daily although' during experimental tests 
the effect of settlage was considered to be negligible. '■ 
The Poly-iso-Butylene (or P.I.B.) solution was 
made up using Vistanex L 120 (molecular weight 105' a ^ ^  ^  
supplied by the Esso Chemical Company, which was■dissolved' 
in scientific grade Tetra-hydro-naphthalene so as to 
produce a ten goer cent solution of PIB by. weight. .'Samples were
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made up as' recommended .-by- the manufacturers batches 
of. 1 000 cc being prepared so that a complete range 
of measurements could.be taken on one' sample.
T^e long term stability judged by measurements •" 
of the viscosity of the sample, was excellent for 
periods of a month if stored in a sealed container, while 
the short term stability was acceptable for periods of 
several hours although'-the material did dry out if 
exposed to the. air for .long periods.
The rheological properties of the material were 
well defined, the tangential stress, rate of shear 
characteristic being'markedly non-linear, as"shown in 
graph (1) but the curve was a unique function of the 
rate of shear, there being no detachable hysteresis 
present. The apparent viscosity was a constant at 
constant rates of shear to within the accuracy of the 
apparatus and there was no evidence of a yield stress.
The normal'stresses developed during shear were 
measured, for the sample used elsewhere in.this work, 
by Mr, B.G. King ( /o) using a. rheogoniometer the 
results obtained being,shown in graph (2). For these1 
measurements the cone used had a gap angle of one degree 
and a diameter'of five, .centimeters so that for s.. given 
rate of shear the angular' velocity used was very ■ 
similar to that subsequently used in the Ferranti--. 
Shirley Instrument.
This material was compatible with the Kallodoc 
particles but suspensions of Kallodoc were found to 
settle if’left to stand for more than two days, 
although again this effect was negligible during 
measurements. In view of the difficulty of.ensuring 
complete particle dispersion when re-mixing a sample
. /6 ' .
once the solids had settled out, new samples of the 
suspension were prepared after this period of time.
The Sodlum-Carboxymethyl-Cellulose used was 
obtained from Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. under, 
the trade name of Cellofas B 3?00* This material in 
powder form was mixed oath cold distilled water to 
form a three percent solution of SCMC bp.weight.
The material proved to be stable if made up carefully, 
but the.viscosity of some samples decreased steadily 
by up to 10p a day for no obvious, reason,’ although 
contamination during miring was a faint.possibility.
When successful however this material gave a 
reproducable and unique rheogram as.shown in fig.( O  
there being no evidence of hysteresis effects, shear 
thinning or a yield stress. The samples remained stable 
for up to a week if sealed and maintained at a steady 
temperature,- but being water, based the solutions tended
y
to dry out if exposed to the .atmosphere for more than 
an hour in the viscometer.
The normal forces produced during shearing were 
measured in a rheogoniometer and the results shown in 
graph (si ) where it appears that the normal forces 
produced by SCHC are only about one-ninth the magnitude 
of those produced by the PI3’ solution at the seme rates 
of sheer, and Increase only slovdLy with increasing, rate 
of shear. .
The Kallodoc particles were unaffected by this’ 
material and the settlage rate *-.>as very low, permitting 
the use of a sample of suspension for a considerable 
period.
As mentioned, above the solid particles used 
throughout were samples of an acryl/c moulding powder 
produced -by Imperial Chemical Industries under the trade
name of Kallodoc. The.material consisted of small 
particles having a range of sizes from, approximately 
^00 microns down to yJ microns, and while the larger 
particles were occasionally rough or contained small 
air bubbles, the smaller particles appeared t'o be .very 
accurately spherical and. without flaws when examined 
under a microscope.
The particles chosen were approximately 100 
microns in diameter, this being sufficiently large 
to prevent interparticle forces from affecting the. 
flow, and small enough to allow the particles to move 
freely in the cone and plate system. In'the'particle 
cone used the minimum clearance was eaual to some
1.7 particle diameters while the maximum gap at the 
edge of the. cone was approximately five particle 
diameters.
Samples were preoared by sieving through a set of 
British standard sieves those particles remaining 
between sieve numbers l^O and 170 being separated out. 
The selected particles were then passed■twice'more 
through the two sieves mentioned before being used.
The nominal particle sizes corresponding to these 
sieves were 104 microns and 90 microns diameter and 
examination with a travelling microscope showed.that 
the majority of particles finally selected were 
between 100 and 90 microns diameter, although some 
smaller particles down to 80 microns were present.'
2.6 Thus the materials used were found to behave 
satisfactorily for periods of up to two weeks during 
which a range of experimental results could be taken 
on the same sample. In addition the magnitude of the 
shear stresses present over the range of rates of'
12
shear used (i.e. the ''viscosity") were comparable for 
all three of the test materials representing several 
distinct, types of behaviour. ' In particlar the PI3 
and SCMC solutions,while possessing similar non-linear
7 ' *
shear stress, rate of shear characteristics' produced 
quite different'normal force effects 'as shown by graph 
( 3 ).
id.
' CHAPTER III 
Normal Stress Effects
3.1. In this research certain phenomena have been 
reported and an explanation; sought In terms, of the 
normal stress gradient present. when certain materials 
are sheared in a cone and plate system. In order to 
clarify the assumptions made in expanding this 
hypothesis^a review of some results concerning/normal 
forces is included before the specific discussion of 
particle radial motion. ■
3.2 It is now well established that many materials 
having complex molecular structures notably organic
materials, polymers etc exhibit properties when
f t
deformed which can only be explained bv assuming that 
components of stress exist in the material, in 
directions, other than those found In classical 
viscous fluids. The existence of these stress 
components is quite consistent witp. the conditions of 
stability of a fluid element which form the basis of 
classical fluid dynamics; howevejr, although classical 
mechanics admits of these forces classical. Theological 
equations of state do not predict.their existence.
3.3 It is well known ('3) that a state of stress 
related to a coordinate system as shown in fig.3.1 
may be completely characterised by a second order 
tensor
px M Px iz \
P V ■ v  — - — (0
P
Pu
where p.. is the force in the \ direction acting over 
x) ■ 0
S-o
i
THE NoTPlTiohi USGjy TO DEFINE THc DlfiQCTicAlS 
OF THE. STRESS COMPONENTS.
FlC,a(Z£ 3. I
20.
a unit of area which is nornnl to the >c direction.
It is conventional to.take the sign of these forces' 
so as to make a tensile stress positive end a stress 
which .has a compressive effect negative.
In the case' of an incompressible isotropic material-
experiencing a; simple .shear (as shown) the general
stress tensor equation l.may be. simplified. .1. condition
* h>
 —  P,2
; -fa -
-U
that simple shear, exists is that the element should be 
free from angular acceleration and -this implies that 
p = #. Certain symmetry requirements (>A-) must also
be satisfied and these indicate that >
and
r-- -a
V
= p = 
~i3
0
0
s tensor redocos
pH P 0 \
PU Paa 0
0 , 0 PJ
fe).
The diagonal components(pnnJmay include an 
isotropic component of stress, an overall hydrostatic 
pressure, and thus it is usual to consider the quantities 
(P(| — Pia ) 5 (p„~ P33) all(i P,i as defining the state of
stress in a body, there-, being no apparent reason why 
finite values' of the normal stress differences should 
not occur in simple shear. t
3.4 There have been numerous experimental demonstrations 
of the effects of normal stress differences for a wide
(a.) p a r a l l e l  p l a t e :. (b) c o n e a n d  . p l a t e .
(7H£ bW&MAL 5TRESS ’ Pa IS SHOWN AS A BRoKEK UNc) ,
PI
Cc) Ro d  CUK&iNG, E F F E C T .  ■ (<L). c o a x i a l  CYLiNDFfZ
I N S T R U M E N T S  USED T o  'D E M O N S T R A T E  NORMAL FORCE E F F E C T S .
figure 3.2.
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range of test materials an/1 the diagrams on fig.3.2 
show some of these. The. pressure'gradients obtained 
during the shearing of polymer solutions[in fig.3.2a 
a parallel plate systcm(i5ti&) rnd in.’3.2b * cone and 
plate system (I ) which- in both cases show the effects 
of the stresses normal to the upper plate (p •)j 
demonstrate a high pressure at the centre of the s.y'ste:;i 
vhich decreases to zero (or a small value) at the. ohe. 
This is quite the reverse of the effect; that would, 
occur in the presence of centrifugal forces alone, 
wherein the material would be accelerated radially to 
give a high pressure towards the outside 'edge. Figures. 
3t2c and 32;d,both show forms of a concentric cylinder'' 
configuration. In 32,c a vertical rod was rotated in 
an aqueous solution of gelatine ('!) the material 
climbing up the rod in - the direction of the norma], 
stress paa -although the sheer stress applied was p ■ 
and p The ’system shown in 3.2cl shows the , effect of 
the change with radius of the stresses .normal to the 
surfaces of the concentric cylinder system'(/f)
(i.e A paa = hyog) and the high pressure observed at v;he 
centre of the system is.again quite different to the 
effects, of centrifugal • forces.
3.0 The experiments refered to in 3.1 indicate the 
existence of normal forces, but if the rheological ' 
equation of a classical,liquid is considered it yields 
a stress tensor in which the components pnrl are all 
equal in magnitude and thus the possibility of the- ' 
effects is not predicted.
In a quite general theoretical treatment by .. 
Hivlin and Erickson (j^ '),.it has recently been 
argued that the stress tensor.should reduce to a
AHS OF CONE AND P LA T E.
(*>
TH£ SPH£&CAL POLAt CooADiNATE S /S T E K  Ui'GD ~ SWWtf AGAINST A
QACHC>Qomr> OF T H E CONC AN D P L A T E  S iS T E fr  I *1 W H iC H  I
THE CoNE fS A ShAFACE / ■  *  o-*R ., ,0 + • «* C ^  a o - *  pit.
THE PLATE /S A $uAF/}C£. t  • p  - * R  0 »J . p  ' O ^ a n .
m i s  op cone a n d  p l a t e .
(*>;.
/IT  A PliNT P ( r e  fi). a  L»CAL Cfl^TasiAN coofiDmATE sy$7£ r\. YJAS 
RNlPLP/tZb WH£|?e ; yt VV^S A t t t f r f  ALONG j (  7NC/l£ASIM<i.
yz - - - > e -
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figuAE. 3.3.
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function of certain other symmetric, tens or s. I he.
resulting - general equation contains terns[which are fund 
of the sheer history .of the material ynd the rate of 
change of the -shear ratej which do not apply to 
materials such as are used in this work, which ■'".•ere 
chosen so as to exhibit unique rheo.gra.ms free from 
hysteresis effects. When the resulting simplifications 
are incorporated into the general equation, the 
equation of state which results is the Remer-Hivlin 
equation to which reference is made later (chapter °. ). 
in -connection with fluid secondary'flow.
3.6. It is possible to' apply the purely dynamical/ • 
arguments mentioned in 3.2 to the particular case of , 
flow in a cone and plate system. Figure 3*3*shows 
the coordinate system used- to define positions within 
the gap,while 3.3b shows -the local cartesian coordirm to •• 
system (after Lodge d/^ . ))■ used to enable the stresses 
at a point to be written in a form agreeing with' 
previous notation. In the analysis, of motion.in a 
cone and plate.system it has been assumed that the 
cone axis"is vertical,and that laminar flow occurs, in 
which the shearing surfaces are a family of conical 
surfaces coaxial with .the cone. It' is - also assumed 
that there is no secondary 'radial flow of the fluid, 
and although this has been suggested (U ), it has been 
shown by Oldroyd (ao ) that, provided'; the. cone-plate 
angle is small, the simple assumptions;employed here 
are reasonable.
Love (5/) considers the forces acting upon the 
surfaces of a liquid element, expressed in spherical 
coordinates having body forces Fyf Fe and F^  acting per 
unit volume. He equates the components of the • 
tractions acting on. the surfaces, to the inertial and'
ions
Z6.
body forces present and obtains the following 
relations between the stress exponents
■' ■ i "  , 1
7 S 5 -  * - f Fr  — 61
' , ' • ■■ ' • , " H ' . : - : :
+ -L +- _j lijii + -£-//(, I U\co£0 ♦ 3 |».l = -vOFq  u\3^ r 36 vSin0 30 + v(lru p«/ i * * ) .  r  ■ (4/
+ — ! 3 K  i.i/3 l + j l  i c t e )  -  - b F ,
d r T 3 0  + rStnfl 50^ ^- f ^ P n  fa I r rP
These equations are derived on purely-, dynamical
I i il
grounds and should apply to any [material,although of
course the individual values of p.. would differ in
*)
each case, and would be determined by the Theological, 
equation of state of the material involved.
The equations 3* 4, and 5 may |be greatly 
simplified if the magnitude of the inertial forces is 
such that they may be neglected |jby comparison with 
gravity. This is ofiten reasonable,, indeed in this 
work the centrifugal forces neve*r 'bxceed 3% of the 
effect of gravity. Thus assumirig that the inertial 
forces are small and that the stress tensor has the 
form shown in equation 2,the above equations 3 to 5 
reduce to
<5.)
f*r + ifeh’-i-k) * vrroe
. ! - .j|
r fe2- + k)"6'® * /°Vine ~ V)
~ r  2 J t i L  +  A  k  cot  0 * 0  — ------ --------— _  f g )
t  ^0 ^  ni : |, t<5A
. i i
Thus from equation 6 the.stresses present at the plate 
of a cone and plate system for which 0 = Jare given 
by:- •
T7 r' * (A.*' - 2 hi) J V ■ ; -- (V.
I
! j‘ • • ' ' ' ' '
Now in these equations pn  tepfesents the component 
of stress normal to .the1 planeQ - fand'may be directly 
measured bv a manometer system! (ft) as in fig.32b. 
However p and p ■'are stresses which act on surfaces
" 33 ,
wholly ipternal to the fluid and as, such are,not 
available for direct measuxmqnt. The exception to 
this is fp33)^the stress normal to t|h^  surface of the 
fluid at its outsidd edge. Ideally this boundary 
condition gives P„ the atmospheric pressure,
but this is complicated by surfacq tension effects and 
perturbations in the simple flow near to the boundary. 
Theoretically the test liquid in tide cone-plate gap 
may be surrounded by a neWtonian fluid of similar 
viscosity in which the normal stresses are known to be 
equal, frhen a pressure measurewierjit in this material 
would yield a value, for the stress!■ transmitted across 
the interface. This method is (pnly exact if the 
matching liquid has certain properties (25.).which .are 
difficult' to obtain in practice, ifiwever this method,
together with suitable corrections, probably eliminates, 
perturbations in flow near to thej qhge and allows an 
estimate of p3‘a to bo made at various radii.
3.7 Using this technique Jobling and [Roberts (7 ) 
found, for all the materials th^y tested consisting, of 
a selection exhibiting * a varied range of behaviours, 
that the following relations existed
(a) that p24- p33 = o
(b) and P„ - PM  = p„-
This latter result found by dirpct measurment is 
equivalent to equation 9 with pa^  set equal to p33 
They also concluded that -(p33^ wasl equal to the 
atmospheric pressure after applying certain corrections. 
One of the materials .used bv thpse workers was an 8%
solution of P.I.B in tetraline,the average molecular
^  ! ''
weight being approximately! 10 a sample very similar
• . . . .
,in constitution to the P.I.B, usjed in the research 
reported elsewher.e; in this thesis.!'
Ilore recently Lodge and Adams (^3) using a cone 
and plate apparatus have reported the presence of a 
small negative pressure (when refere|a to atmospheric 
pressure) at. the boundary (r~R), a result in 
disagreement with Roberts. However, the magnitude 
of this negative.pressure is small compared with the 
positive pressure present at s?r|rjiher values of the 
radius. The same workers did f^ ind a logarithmic 
relation between paa and r for a solution of P.I.B. in 
Decalin, at least for the majority of the cone radius.
In the same report, Lodge ahd Adams, compare the 
values of ( p - p, ) calculated, frpm measurments th-cen2^2 33 ' \
on both eone hnd plate, and parallel1 plate apparatus, .
from which they conclude that (p^1 ' j^) bas a small 
but finite value. However the !resul|_ti obtained, from
2 9.
' . I 1 ' ,
these measurments do not agree ap to the magnitude of 
this quantity, while the treatment of the parallel plate 
results seems to require the further assumption that 
(p - p J is a function df rate of sAear only.I I |
Markovitz (p-* ) also finds- a finite value of (p - p )
i 1 *3' -
although the magnitude is againj small compared to.the 
value of the quantity (p - p ) in work using a cone-plate
It 2 2  |
configuration.
Again Pollett (f5) using|a modified cone and plate 
apparatus -in which the forces normal! to a central cone 
and an outer ring were 'separately assessed has found that 
the value of (pit- p33) was less ttjan three percent of 
(p - P^ ,) for a polythene sample. I
ft
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3.8 Concerning Particle Migration
In the preceeding sections a review of previous work 
has ino.ica.ted that when a normal force producing material 
is subjected to a steady, simple, shear in a cone and 
plate apparatus the components of stress which exist 'p 
p22 and p 3^ will have the following properties
(a) The variation of paawill be logarithmic with 
radius and symmetrical about the axis of the cone.
(b) Although there is conflicting data concerning 
the value of the normal stress difference (p22y- P33) 
all the results presently available indicate that 
it is either zero,or has a small value compared to 
the Quantities (p - p ) and (p - p ), and the
M U l J 33 ’
difference will be assumed to be zero in the 
following discussion.
(c) The value of -r and -p at the edge of the cone
- 2 4  -3 3
has been found to be approximately equal to the 
atmospheric pressure; here again the evidence is 
conflicting but the differences reported are small 
and will be assumed zero in the subsequent work.
It follows from the results (a) and (b) that there 
will also be a radial variation of the normal stress 
component p53 a component which in the cone and plate
system is directed radially outwards, and that this
variation will have the form (by integration of equations.)
where is relative to the atmospheric pressure, H is•^33 7
the cone radius, and in is a constant for a given material 
at a given D which characterises the magnitude of the 
normal force at any given radius.
Conventionally stresses having a compressive effect 
are taken as negative and thus the quantity m has a
(to).
3!
positive value here since the normal stress has a large 
compressive effect at small values of r.
F/a. 3.4-
This equation gives values of p which are shown in 
f is. (3.4) from which it appears that p35tends to infinity 
as o. In practice however the equation is applied only
to finite values of ^ (where experiment has shown that a
relation of this form exists) since the particle cone
used has a small flat central area which modifies the
form of the normal stress gradient, at small values of r.
Consider the effect of placing a rigid spherical 
particle in the fluid in the cone and plate gap. It is 
assumed that the presence of the particle does not effect 
the flow,or the normal stress gradient, present in the gap. 
Conventionally the particle would be expected to follow 
a circular path with the fluid, the only radial force being- 
due to centrifugal effects. In the presence of the normal 
force gradientf in which a large compressive normal
u w
stress exists near to the cone axis, the value of which 
falls with r increasing, the particle will experience a
the axis than on the surface neap to the edge of the 
cone. The magnitude of this resultant force will be 
a function of the normal stress gradient, and it is the 
purpose of this section to evaluate, first the normal 
force gradient, and then the force experienced by a 
spherical particle from which its radial velocity may be 
assessed." i
3.9 To Evaluate the Normal Stress pradient
Measumients have been made ty lir. E.G.King', using a
! •' I ’
Farol Rheogoniometer, of the total 'force experienced by
the plate of the' cone and platej System containing a
sample of the P.I.B. used in this research.
This,measurement gives the total force exerted'normal
-to the plate and is thus a medsure of p . It is then2. *
assumed that PM (r) = where R iS| the cone radius
and m a constant characterising jbhe magnitude o.f the 
normal stresses present; and that (pM = p33.
The total compressive force on the jplate is given by':-
reater radially directed force on ^ he surface near to
W^HENCE PUTTlW
Fn, 77 m  R*
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Now the centre of the cone is flat, end thus the 
limit of integration is not X = 0 but X =*1 approximately. 
However the change in the value of the integral 
produced by employing this altered lower limit, (i.e. 
by neglecting the effect of the central area of the cone) 
is less than two percent. In practice the error 
introduced by using equation 13 will be less than this 
since a pressure gradient,of a modified form, does exist 
in a parallel plate system and will contribute to the 
value of Fn recorded,thus reducing the actual error 
present.
Since the value of Fn may be measured, this yields 
a value for the constant m which characterises the 
stress components paa and p^ present at a given rate of 
shear.
3.10 The Force on a Spherical Particle in a
Known "Pressure" Gradient
Consider a rigid sphere of radius a centimeters 
placed at a point with coordinates (r,0;^ ) in the gap-of 
a cone and plate apparatus in uniform rotation. As a 
consequence of the rotation a variation of normal stress 
pw with radial position will result,(where = -p: from
the preceding section)as shown in fig.
Rr.
FIG. 3.5.
uIt is assumed, in this treatment, that :~
(a) the presence of the particle does not disrupt 
the overall steady flow or the normal stress 
gradient present*
(b) the* sphere is small compared with the radius 
of the cone so that the normal stress gradient is 
approximately constant across the diameter of the 
sphere.
°Lt/ /
»/].
FIG. 3. 6.
The sphe're at point (r(€jftf) is shown enlarged in fig. 3.6.
the direction of action of the stress p„a being along thex 33
radial direction r.
Consider the planes (1) drawn normal to the radius 
vector and subtending angles ^  and 'f+oif at the centre 
of the sphere.
The surface area of the element enclosed by the planes is 
given by
2 n<ts^i<L% ■ ■  H).
35.
The effective area of this element with respect to the 
stress component pJ3 will be the projection of the surface 
area ( equation 14) onto a plane normal to the radial 
coordinate direction (e.g. a plane such as AA' )
c*oi> di’. ----------- os)
The force on this element of area due to the stress p
will be directed along r increasing and is equal to
 (ft)
Similarly for the element (2), enclosed by the planes 
shown,and arranged symmetrically with element (1) about 
the centre of the sphere. The force on element (2) will
be directed along r decreasing and of magnitude given by
z-ct Si v c»Mt[(k3l  — ('**)■
Thus the nett force on these elements directed towards r 
increasing,mil be
Z-na?S^ 'tC<vi> ^ [2(^3)Ar] ---('V
where Ah = a (h> Y7.
4-v<x3S^fO,st ^ l j  df. --------(,g)
The total force on the sphere will be given by the 
integral of this expression for all the elements of the
36.
spheres su.rfp.ee. Hence we integrate with respect to Y 
from Y = 0 to ~ thus covering the whole surface of the 
sphere.
Thus the total force on the sphere, is given b-r
' <;r" (tj fr~,f (c" e ■
— :-----------------------------------
This result may he written as :
in the notation used in section 3-8 where m and a are 
known by direct measurement.
3.11 In the foregoing sections expressions have been 
derived which allow the magnitude of the normal force 
gradient to be evaluated from the experimental data, and 
the force experienced by a spherical particle in the cone 
plate gap assessed. In the absence of this force the 
particle would travel on a circular oath with the adjacent 
fluid so that it would not move radially with resoect to 
the fluid. In the presence of the radially directed 
force the particle would be expected to move radially 
with a. small velocity relative to the fluid,while the 
whole system is rotated by the cone. This small radial
37
velocity through the fluid is analogous to the motion of 
a particle through a stationary fluid under the action 
of gravity. This situation is analogous to Stokes,flow 
except that the value of "viscosity1' to be used in not 
obvious due to the non-linearity of the flow curves for 
the substances used 'here. The resistance to the particles1 
radial motion, or stokes viscosity when traversing a 
primary rate of shear D is denoted by ^ 0and an attempt 
to measure its value is described in chapter J. Assuming 
that a suitable value may be determined for this viscous 
resistance, it is reasonable to write, for the radial motion 
and from equation 1H
/ f l h - O i l f L  ar 67rr1 W    (ac)
\ dL+ / 3 ls0
where v is the radial velocity and is a function of the 
radius and the primary rate of shear.
V/Vd) « 2 < £ .J £ L   ;________ /«,)
The experimental results have been obtained in photographic 
form and show the particle distribution present after 
known times of shearing. Thus the quantity which may 
best be assessed from' the photographs is the radial distance 
travelled in the known time-between the records.
In order to arrive at a result which may be compared 
with the photograph/e evidence equation 21 may be 
rearranged and integrated to yield the transit time of a 
particle between two radii; r, and ra (where r# < ra 
IT ow oL V
and from 21
v  • dC
r dt = J _ l _
2.o
50
r<iJ - - - - (z)
rao.ius r
38.
for a particle to travel radially from
radius r2 is
T  * 9 V.so /V4- rl)
A- Q^'nx. i/a h y.
23.
This relation has been used later to calculate a transit 
time for the particles between known radii to be 
compared with the transit time derived from the photographic 
records.
3.12 Coilected ?ormulae-Used To Evaluate 
The Experimental Results.
In the analysis of the photographic records the 
formulae derived below have been used,as explained in 
chapters Ym oS, and are included here for convenience.
It was observed that after an extended aeriod of 
shearing the particles nresent in the cone gap migrated 
radially to form a high density group at the edge of the 
cone, and it is of interest to assess the final volume 
concentration present.
Consider a cone-plate system of gap angle4® radians where 
'is assumed small, and of radius R centimeters.
Let the initial particle concentration be uniform and 
equal to by volume.
Now the volume enclosed between 
radii r, and r, (where r,< r^is 
given by
| <V.
V
Then the volume of solids present will be
In practice as mentioned before the cone had a 
small central flat ground onto its surface so that the 
total gap volume was slightly greater than f ir(A0)&3 by 
an amount,which for the cone used in this research where 
the radius of the flat(r/) was *55 centimeters and the 
cone radius was 9« 01 centimeters amounted to ~Z'0/c>%
After shearing it was assumed that the particles 
existed only in an edge zone between radii r and R. In 
this case the particle density within the zone, 
provided that it was uniform would be:-
^ ftr(Ae) g 3*
-| 7i (4y(/?- +3).
*    ;_____b L)
If more than one ring is present, as Is the cs.se at . 
an intermediate stage in .the clearance process, and all 
the rings have a common particle density the value of this 
common particle density would be given by :~
where the n5^ ring exists between radii and ru where
Equation 23 of' the previous section nredicts the 
transit time for a single particle between two known 
radii r( and r
The effect of varying the rate of shear D is to 
alter the magnitude of the normal stress effects and 
thus the value of m. The value of the term KQbas been 
tabulated below for the various rates of shear used, 
the value of m being taken from graph & , while the value
of ^ owas taken to be 300 poise throughout, (as found in
chapterd. ). t a b l e  /.
Rate of Shear sec*1 | m dynes, cm'2' j K0 see. cm'*
138
184
92
l^BOO
23,500 
29800 
36700
1710
3,150
910
740
m
m
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Details of the apparatus and Experimental Technique 
employed in the Cone Pl^ t.e Heasnrements
4.1. The apparatus used vas r ? err ant i-Shir1ey cone 
and plate viscometer (F£. 1A-A) which was in its 
commercially available form,consisting of a measuring 
unit containing the motor-tachometer device .for 
velocity control., mechanics! -gearing, and the torque 
measuring system. Subsidiary units housed the velocity 
servo amplifier and -power. pach, while a third c ont - . 
the torque indicating meter -mid operating control:::,.
The cone used, for these neasurments was the particle- 
cone provided by the manufacturers; of two centime!cun 
radius and .0228 radians -gap angle; This cone had a. 
relief ground onto the central area to prevent 
particles jamming between the cone and the plate, 
providing a minimum gap 1. 5 times the particle 
diameter used.
4.2. 'While the basic, apparatus was in standard for:' 
it' was used in conjunction with certain attachments 
shown in fig. (4./) and plate (>4) designed to al? ow
direct observation o'-" the cone plate gap under the
conditions normally present during viscosity neasur­
ments. To this end a glass prism .was obt a ined .
manufactured by C. J. 'Whitmans Ltd.,•the upper surface
being 4.$x%q centimeters and the thickness 2.5 contim- t^ 
The edge wan undercut at approximately forty-five 
degrees, so that, with the refractive index of she alas 
used total internal reflect ion was obtained, at the 
inclined surface,(1) when a he Prism was viewed 
horizontally through the opposite vertical face (2)
Uk
All the prism surfaces, other than the sides, were 
flat, and parallel, to optical standards.
1_
Fig.4.2 Detail of Glass Prism showing the direction 
along which observations were made.
The form of the prism was such that, when clamped 
to the lower plate of the viscometer, its upper 
surface could be raised to act,as the plate of the 
cone and plate system, while the shape of' the prism 
allowed a horizontal view of approximately half the 
cone surface. The restricted movement of the lower 
instrument plate, limited the prism thickness to the 
chosen value and this in turn prevented more than 
half of the cone surface from being visible along the 
intended viewing direction,although.a distorted view 
of the whole cone area was available through the 
inclined face of the prism (face 1) which allowed air 
bubbles or incomplete filling of the gap to be detected. 
While the prism was located laterally bv the frame
4 S'
clamped to the lower instrument plate, it was the 
accuracy of* the prism itself* which ensured that the 
upper prism surface was parallel to the lower plate 
of instrument.
4.3. The speed control of the apparatus was normally 
achieved by a motor-tachometer operating.a velocity 
servo device, but this was found to', be '.unsatisfactory 
both in regard to initial setting and stability so that 
during actual measurments it was decided to monitor 
the instrument speed by the use of a stroboscope and 
flash tube arranged to illuminate the gears in the 
gear box above the operating head. The stroboscope 
being built for this.purpose was driven bv a Wien 
bridge oscillator stable to 1 in 106 for periods of 
two or three hours and calibrated to 1 in 103
The frequency.of the stroboscope was variable in 
switched stages from P? pulses per second to 350 pulses 
per second, in increments of 25 pps. the upper limit 
being set by the flash tube used. This device allowed 
the accuracy and stability of the instruments speed 
control to'be checked.frequently and if intermediate 
speeds between those stroboscopically set were required 
the instrument control was used there being no reason 
to suspect its linearity over limited speed ranges.
4.4. The temperature control provided in the basic 
instrument consisted of direct control of the lower 
plate temperature by means of water, supplied from a 
thermostatically controlled water bath. .However, with 
the glass prism in place this was ineffective due to the 
poor thermal' properties^conductivity and diff usivitjr of 
the glass. Over a period of ten to fifteen minutes with
A (s
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the apparatus stationary it enabled the- initial
temperature conditions to he set out it proved unable
to rapidly:affect the'"plate” temperature. It was •
thus decided to work at twenty, or twenty one decrees
centigrade, a temperature so little above normal room
temperature that once attained the thermal inertia of
the apparatus would ensure that’this;temperature was
maintained for the duration of the ' measurements which
occupied only some thirty or forty minutes.
4.51 the absence of direct control -it • was felt tk*t 
the sample temperature' might rise after extended periods 
of shearing, and thus measurements of the cone temperetur 
after operating for periods of ten and•twenty minutes 
at speeds, of' thirty, or forty, revolutions per minute 
were made using a thermocouple cemented to the inside 
surface of■the cone. These measurments, on the . 
instrument while stationary indicated that equilibrium 
temperatures approximately one degree' centigrade above 
the initial temperature were to be expected at the 
higher rate of shear. Results subsequently obtained 
using a Rheogoniometer (to) in which the temperature of 
the upper platten. was monitored during use showed 
temperature rises in the order of0,5 C using a slightly 
less viscous solution, these results however not being 
directly comparable duetto the differing thermal . 
properties of the instruments. However, it did give 
confidence that temperature changes generated by 
shearing would be small in practice and unlikely to 
greatly affect the results obtained.
4.6. A. further important adjustment to the apparatus 
affected by the use of the prism?was that of setting 
the apex of the cone accurately into the plane ox the
47
plate since small errors in this adjustment greatly 
affect the rate of shear; present in the gap (3 ).
This adjustment was normally achieved by noting the 
presence of electrical contact.between the cone nn^ a 
small insulated section of the plate using 'a 
galvanometer, a method which was obviously impossible 
with the prism in position.. The method adopted with 
the prism in situ depended upon the presence of total 
internal reflection at the upper surface of the prism, 
when dry, and viewed from below through the Inclined 
prism face (1). The cone surface was moistened with a * 
/thin layer of. oil; and the lower plate' elevated until 
the centre of the cone contacted the upper surface of 
the prism. As contact was made the oil film broke 
down the total internal reflection - and the cone centr^ 
previously invisible through the prism?could be seen. 
The screw position at'which contact occurred was marked 
on the body of the instrument and the reproducibility 
of the setting checked by returning the screw to the 
marked position several times and then noting the 
further micrometer screw adjustment needed to produce 
contract. On this basis the setting proved 
reproducible to ± .001 inch which would represent 
■achange of +.2.0$ in rate of shear calculated from 
equation .48 of "Measurment and control of Viscous 
Properties''. Since this-adjustment-was ■ performed 
before the sample wa.s introducedsubsequent changes in 
the temperature of the apparatus,could disturb the 
setting during operation. This tendency was reduced 
by maintaining the instrument enclosure at a C'onstant 
temper at ure; as mentioned abo^e^nd in practice it was 
considered that variations in gap setting were no more
serious than those present during the conventional 
testing of electrically conducting samples which also 
prevent the accurate use of the gap setting device 
with the sample in place.
4.7. During those operations designed to observe 
flow behaviour in the sample, it was found desirable 
to seal the edge of the cone-plate gap by the use of 
a neoprene "0" ring as shown in fig.U/). This 
proved useful in preventing the samples drying out, or 
forming a skin at the fluid-air boundary, during the 
time taken to set up the photographic apparatus, and 
allow the sample to reach thermal.equilibrium. It was 
also beneficial in preventing'those materials which 
exhibited strong normal force effects, from climbing up^ 
the sides of the cone and consequently allowing air to 
enter the edge of the gap,as.this seriously disrupted 
the flow. The "O'1 formed a seal with the lower glass 
plate and thus added a large and unpredictable 
resistance to the rotation of the .cone, which prevented 
its use during torque measurments.
4.8. Photographic Technique •
The- principal difficulty throughout was the provision 
of an adequate standard of illumination over the area 
of the cone, and several ways of introducing the 
necessary light were tried. Light was focused on the 
edge of the fluid in the gap. in the hope that a 
diffused side illumination- of the particles would 
result, but the liquids used proved too opaque to allow 
the small amount of light entering the'surface to 
penetrate' far into the gap. Alternatively, light was 
introduced into the prism through one 01 the ground 
sides7 this however also failed to enter the gap above
A?
ohe prism5 although a more complex’ prism sha'pe ninht' 
oermio uhis appros.cn* Finally light was i.rtr cfuced 
througn the varxl.cs.2- one. fs.cs of the prism in iris 
direction of observation so that the cone was • 
illuminated normally from below the light,being 
introduced either; as in fig. 043), from the side by a 
glass slip set at forty-five degrees to the prism fa.ee
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The two lighting arrangements employed.
or as in fig. 0M 5) by . a photo-flood bulb set vertically 
above the camera, and illuminating a polished section 
of the lower plate of the instrument, adjacent to the 
front face of the urism^so that- light entered the 
prism after being reflected by the plate.
The first arrangement produced a higher intensity 
•of illumination,but gave rise to very sharp flares 
along the-cone surface,and many spurious reflections
from parts o: "H .no o -.p o “y ^ s t. could neither foe 
'c- tne definitio]*o
and contrast available. The second method gave a
blackened or screened,thus reducing- h ition
S'o
lover intensity ' of illumination which however was 
more effectivly diffused and.resulted in better, 
contrast and fewrer unwanted reflections.'
As 'a consequence.of lighting the system from 
below (along the line of the observations) the particles, 
were made visible only by the-difference between their 
surface reflectivity and that of the. cone which 
resulted in poor contrast. This necessitated the 
choice of a film having a fine.grain size.and good 
contrast provided that these, were consistent with 
reasonable camera settings.' The film ultimatly 
chosen was Adox K3 14 rated at 14 DIN or 20 ASA, a 
fine grain film capable of producing negatives of good 
contrast when developed with Ilford FPF contrast 
developer. .
The camera used throughout was a Periflex II 
single shot 35 ram camera with" a manual film transport. 
This camera was equiped with an f 3*?> 50 mm lens and 
a range of extension tubes, the one.centimeter tube 
being used to obtain focusing at approximately ten 
centimeters when a magnification of 0.8 was obtained at 
the negative. With the extension tubes in use 
focusing was achieved by use of a small ground glass 
reflex screen,which however,.only showed a very small 
section of the centre of the fieldfview. The camera 
was mounted in an exranded-polystyrene block,cut so 
as to support it firmly a.nd allow rapid manual operation 
without the need for refocusing.
4.9. As mentioned elsewhere two types of photographic 
records were taken.
1. Employing a high shutter speed - (short exposure 
time) to "freeze" the particle motion ana allow 
individual particles to be observed. This require a
intense, Illuminetion, high shutter speed and wide 
aperture conditions which lead to/poor•contrast,
j ,
pronounced "flare1 from the con'e, and poor depth of field. 
To provide the high intensity.lighting required the 
first lighting arrangement fig, (4.3) was used which: 
itself tended to produce unwanted reflections which 
further contributed to.poor - picturequality.
.2. Using'a low shutter speed -- (long exposure time).
In this case-an exposure time of one second^ equal to 
approximately7' half the period, of rotation of the cone, 
was used. This produced a negative which clearly 
showed any features which possessed symmetry'about the 
axis of the cone and which required less intense 
illumination. In addition a smaller.lens aperture 
was used which improved the depth of field and thus the 
clarity of the photographs. The second lighting 
arraugment was employed fig. (44) which further 
contributed-to the-contrast and clarity of the negatives 
so that it was found possible.to. examine these 
photographs using a recording microdensitometer from 
which qua.ntita.tive results wore obtained as described 
in chapter VII.
Camera -Settings Used • .
Film Aperture exposure Lighting Arrangement
KB 14 
KB14
f 4 
: ii
J'/2q0 Sec 
p-1 Sec
As in'Fig. 4.3 
As in Fig. 4.4
4.10 Summary of Operations .
Some four or five hours .before use the thermostat 
connected to the' lower ■-plate of the. instrument was 
switched on,and the glass prism attached to the plate 
by means of its clamp. The enclosure containing the 
instrument was closed and provision made .to heat it 
as necessary to bring.its temperature up to twenty 
or twenty-one degrees centigrade, thus allowing the 
whole apparatus to reach operating temperature.
An. hour before use the sample of suspension was 
prepared from the bulk sample of fluid, and allowed 
to stand in a .shallow,-closed, vessel in order that any 
entrapped air night escape. At the same time.the 
velocity-servo amplifier of the viscometer was 
switched on,to ensure that it reached stability.
The remaining time before use was occupied in setting- 
the cone plate gap as previously described, and checkin 
the spee* control of the instrument, firstly by 
zeroing It according to the manufacturers instructions 
and then checking it at selected speeds against the 
stroboscope.
Having carried out these procedures,. the "0" 
ring was attached to the cone and the sample placed 
centrally upon the upper prism face. The lead screw 
was used to elevate the l0'.\7er plate, (and prism) 
until the gap was closed as previously determined in 
the absence of the specimen. The action of closing 
the cone plate gap forced liquid'out past and under 
the "0" ring thus ensuring that it would not bind or 
stick to the prism . .The photographic equipment was 
then arranged as rapidly as possible, first the 
lighting and then the can era in Its poly-styrene
5 3
mount, any delay at. that 'stage increasing the 
possibility of sample deterioration.
The instrument 'and.sample having been prepared, 
the predetermined' speed was selected and photographs 
taken at the required intervals,either slowly so 
that a complete sequence could be recorded in one 
thirty-six exposure roll,or very rapidly if only 
certain features of the motion were, of interest.
In the first case the photo-flood lamp used as 
a light source was switched off -between photographs 
to avoid heating the specimen or apparatus, while .in 
the latter case, the lamp was left on for the- three 
or four minutes needed to expose the roll of film, 
the heating involved being negligible.
This sequence of operations was rigidly adhered 
to in all the recorded tests, since it■ was felt that 
satisfactory reproducability of the experimental 
conditions was an essential.requirement unlikely to 
be achieved without this degree of preparation.
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CHAPTER.?
The determination of the. "Stokes’ Viscosity" 
for Poly-iso-Butylene Solution ■
5.1 In order to nroverly examine the cruses of the 
rapid radial motion of the solids suspended in P.1.3. 
solution'it is essential to make an estimate of the 
viscous resistance to their motion through the fluid 
Physically the system consists of a-'sphere moving 
through the fluid which is stationary in the direction 
of particle motion (as in Stokes Law) but is 
simultaneously being sheared in a plane perpendicular 
to the particle motion, as. shown in fig.5.1
OF
PFZTlCLF
Pig.5.1 .
The possible value of "viscosity" which is appropriate 
to the transverse motion is not clear since the rate of 
shear against shear stress characteristic of the P.1.3. 
solution is a non-linear graph, so that plausible values 
could be (1) the apparent viscosity
(2) the incremental viscosity
(in that there is a snail transverse motion superimposed 
upon an existing rate of shear),
In addition these quantities could be. evaluated either 
at the.primary rate of shear (that due to the main 
shearing motion) or at a rate of shear due-to, the 
particles radial motion, ( 1 or 2, sec”1) these values 
varying from ^ 800 poise/'P \ to 30 poise/££*)
I 1
$ 5
In order to resolve these difficulties, and 
establish a reasonable value for the "Stokes" viscosity 
at different values of'primary rate of shear an 
experimental investigation was made, which consisted of 
timing* the passage of various sized' spheres falling 
under.gravity through the annular gap of a concentric 
cylinder viscometer, which could be set to provide the 
required primary (transverse) rate of shear.
It proved impossible to follow the decent of actual 
Kallodoc spherespas used in the Ferranti-Shirley 
vis cometer,, due to their very small size and low 
settlage rate which made them difficult to handle and . 
observe individually.
It was decided therefore, to employ a range of 
standard steel spheres produced, by the Hoffman Bearing 
C omoany, of - diameters', 2 millimeters, 1 millimeter,
£  and ^  inches. These spheres were-easy to handle due 
to their magnetic properties, and, besides being readily 
observable the-;r reached a reasonable terminal velocity . 
which was successful in reducing the.centrifugal effects 
otherwise present.
The terminal velocit}^ of the spheres was determined, 
both in the coaxial cylinder apparatus, and in a large 
vessel so that the magnitude of the wall effects could 
be observed. The terminal velocities reached by the 
different spheres T-rere measured at various primary, rates
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of shear, and the ratio'55—®-calculated assuming that for 
a given particle size the wall effects were indeosndent 
of the • primary rate of shear (D). A graph (3) of the 
ratio ^  against D was clotted which indicated that this
I  So
ratio tended' to a constant value at the higher primary
rates of shear ,' which gras independent of particle size. (sv: 
Thus bv a measurraent of settlage' rate of Kallodoc
solution the value of 
;he. Kallodoc was obtained,
rts
particles in unsheared P. I.' 
the Stokes viscosity(^s^for
and the above result (i.e. that a. constant) forl$o
the steel spheres used to calculate a value for the 
resistance to transverse motion likely to be experienced 
by the Kallodoc spheres in the sheared P .1.3. solution.
.2 The nomenclature adopted is thus:-
: (1) For the concentric cylinder- 
■ inner radius R 2 cm 
outer radius Rp cm
V .
in which a rate of shear ;ne
■ primary rate, of shear exists 
of magnitude D sec"-/
Due to this motion viscous 
. coefficients'-exist which are 
written ^  etc,
. ' (2) For the particle,the value 
of nviscosity” calculated, from stokes; Law. and the 
measured terminal velocity in the absence of a transverse 
rate of shear • =.*2so '
and in the presence of a primary rate of shear D sec
this viscosity is written = rj
LSo.
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Apparatus and Experimental Details.
5.3 The apparatus used .as a basis was that described 
by Roberts ( I ) but much modified to take, a coaxial 
cylinder measuring system the final result being shown 
in plate S  while a detail of the measuring system 
used is shown in fig.5*2. .
The apparatus consisted of a variable voltage D.C 
supply driving a motor,coupled through a three, speed 
gear box of ratios 1:1, 1:10 and 1:100,to the 
measuring head where,.after, further gearing the outer 
cylinder of the concentric cylinder unit was driven.
The inner cylinder of the concentric cylinder unit, 
was attached by a torsion bar to a carriage which could 
be moved up and down a vertical column to adjust the 
relative positions.of the different parts of the 
measuring unit.'
The inner member of the cylinder systemffig.5.27 
consisted of. a brass bob wholly supported by the torsion 
bar, to.'which it was attached by the grub screws in the 
sleeve shown. The axis of the bob was brought into 
alignment with the instrument axis by use of the grub 
screws. One of each set engaging with torsion bar and 
bob was tightened to provide mechanical support and the 
other grub screw adjusted until the centre of the lower 
surface of the bob, was arranged vertically over the 
centre of the driving chuck,into which a pointed marker 
was placed to give an accurate centre.
The outer cylinder of the system,consisted of a 
clear glass tube secured to an aluminium base plate 
with Araldite ; the aluminium base carrying a small 
spigot which was gripped by the driving chuck. Since 
the inside diameter of the glass cylinder used could 
not be easily measured,the outside diameter was measured
: (,o
and an. eight centimeter length of the most uniform 
section used as the'active- part of the cylinder. The 
inside diameter was measured at one. end of the cylinder 
before assembly and the mean of four' measurments along 
different diameters gave.the diameter as 98*7+ ■*05’ ' 
millimeter's. <
■ The cylinder was then cemented'onto its base plate., 
and to align it axially, it was rotated while a dial 
gauge was/'Set in-contact with the inside of the cylinder.
In this"way any lack of symmetry was detected and the \a 
-cylinder adjusted before the cement set.
Dial gauge readings (to -0001 inch) indicated that, 
the upper end of the cylinder was. axially, aligned, and 
symmetrical, to + -05 mm for all but 1 cm of the 
circumference, where a flaw in the glass increased this 
to +*2 mm beyond the mean value. ' •
Thus the inaccuracies of the system amounted to 
some *2 mm in 4*5 mm or 4/j of the gap width, while the 
rate of shear obtained at a given angular velocity was 
uncertain by + 4f due to the finite width of the gap (S’).
The speed of rotation of the outer,1 cylinder was 
controlled,by adjusting the variable voltage DC supply, 
and was measured as follows. Firstly,the mechanical 
gear ratios were determined by directly counting the 
motor revolutions reauired to produce a known number of. 
cylinder rotations. The output of the motor coupled 
tachometer was then noted when the motor was running at 
speeds determined stroboscopically using the variable 
rate stroboscope previously referred to (chapter4,3) .
Having thus calibrated the tachometer, it was possible to 
read off the cylinder speed from the tachometer calibration 
and a knowledge of the gear, ratio in use. The overall 
stability of the. drive, for periods of 15 minutes was of 
the order of two' percent at the higher motor speeds and
9
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rather.less, three percent at the lover motor speeds.
The upper limit of primary- rate of shear used in 
these investigations was 11 sec'1, which was lower than 
that used in the Ferranti-Shirley. / This figure was 
set by.the need to-have a wide annular gap to reduce-wall 
effects on the particles, which in turn resulted in a 
high angular velocity at .the outer cylinder to produce 
quite moderate rates of shear in the fluid. These high 
cylinder speeds'produced undesirable centrifugal effects, 
and resulted in the P.I.B. solution climbing up the. 
central cylinder, disrupting the fluid flow and. trapping ’ 
air bubbles in the annulus,.at shear rates much above 
50 sec"*.
The temperature control of the apparatus was ■ 
acheived using a large, perspex box'with a sliding front 
which served mainly to prevent 'draughts affecting the. •. 
apparatus while readings were being taken. The results 
were taken at 20° to 2l°C., and.as the room housing the 
apparatus was small, sealed, and otherwise unoccupied 
air temperatures constant to within + ■ 1- J could be 
maintained for periods of two or three hours, the large 
thermal capacity of the apparatus, and the elimination 
of draughts being relied upon to prevent serious changes 
in sample temperature during measurments. which extended 
over periods of one to'two hours.
Measurements were made of the times taken for 
particles to pass between graduations marked^at one 
centimeter intervals, on the outside’ of-the glass cylinder 
Two such measurments were made on each particle, the 
first,- for a fall of one centimeter in the upper part 
of the concentric cylinder gap (a) and the second, for 
a movement of one centimeter in the lower part of the 
gap (b), the timed sections being symmetrically
u  .
arranged above and below the centre of the system so as 
to eliminate any possible end effects present in the 
gap.' Records were made only for those particles which •. 
fell centrally through the annular .gap? as it was noted 
that a close approach to. either wall had'.a pronounced 
effect upon the terminal velocity of.the particles. The 
radial position of the particles was. established . 
optically. The.apparatus.was illuminated by a photoflood
LIGHT. S0u(Zi£.
— ■ -•
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wass cyuMocd.
bulb placed some six to eight feet distant*so that light 
fell on the cylinder at 45 degrees to the vertical. A 
mark was . made on the inside ,of the glass'cylinder, and 
the cylinder filled with a sample of : liquid, so that 
light passing through the liquid cast a shadow of the 
mark onto the central cylinder. The vertical 
separation of the mark and its shadow was noted, and a 
template made showing this distance, so that provided 
the lighting remained' unaltered the vertical separation 
of the particle and its ..shadow on the inner cylinder, 
could be used to determine its radial position in.the 
gap. It was estimated that for a .1 mm particle,variations 
in the radial position.of +*5 mm could be determined 
with the concentric cylinder attachment in motion;while
its initial and final radial positions could be 
estimated to better than 0-5 mm overall with the apparatus 
stationary.. • • - ■ ; -y
So that the wall effects produced by' the proximity--, 
of the cylinders'to the particles, could be'estimated,the 
terminal velocity of -the particles was measured in a ■ 
vessel ten centimeters in diameter such that the effect 
of the walls, five centimeters away,- could be neglected.'"
Subsidiary Measurments ■ ;•
5.4 The density of the P.I.B. solution .was measured in 
the conventional way bv the use' of a specific gravity 
bottle, care being taken to ensure that- the material 
was bubble free, and that the stopper was firmly 
inserted against the considerable resistance offered
by the P.I.B. Using this method., the. density of the 
P.I.B. solution used was, found to be *96(4) grams per cc 
at twenty degrees centigrade. - ,* .
5.5 The^density of the Kallodoc spheres was also 
measured using a displacement method, whereby a quantity 
of the Kallodoc spheresvwas weighed and placed in a 
specific gravity bottle of known volume. The bottle 
was partly filled with water containing liquid soap, and 
the whole agitated to ensure complete wetting of the 
Kallodoc, after which the bottle was completely filled 
with water and reweighed. From these results the. 
average density of the Kallodoc spheres was found' to-
be I*"l8 grams per cc, in agreement with the manufacturers 
data. '
5.6 The Settlage Rate For Kallodoc Spheres.
In order to estimate the "viscosity" relevant
to the actual spheres used'in. this work the terminal 
velocity of 160 microns diameter Kallodoc spheres was 
measured in P.I.B solution. To reduce the difficulties
£4 ■; ■ ■ ■
of observation and produce a reasonable terminal velocity 
these 160 micron particles were.used instead of the 100 
micron diameter particles of the: cone and plate, 
measurments. ' A number of particles '(a/100) were placed 
together into a colawn of the solution,and the time of- , 
fall noted for distances. of two or three • centimeter s.
As was expected, vertical: separation.'of - the- particles 
occurred due to the range of particle sizes present, and 
a travelling microscope measiirment,. o.f the particle 
diameters at different levels, indicated that the .larger . 
particles (up to l60p) were falling faster than the 
smaller particles (13Q/0 :/by a factor- of approximately 
1*5 it being the higher velocity-which was subsequently, 
used. • However,a number, of particles.were observed to 
fall with a much lower- terminal velocity (by a factor of 
three or four) for no obvious reason giving rise to doubts 
as to the uniformity of - the density of the. Kallodoc 
particles. However, since only -a small proportion.of 
the total number of‘particles present were affected and 
•further, that only a small, variation -in density would be 
necessary to cause the change,' it is unlikely that.this 
would, greatly'alter the measured; bulk density of the 
^articles from which the viscosity was calculated.
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Settl e For Kallodoc .'Spheres lo P. 1.3. Solution
The Kallodoc•spheres were placed in a measuring 
cylinder approximately.two centimeters in .diameter, 
containing a depth of six centimeters- of P.I.B.- and the . 
nosition of the main body.of the particles, noted using a 
travelling microscope,- measurments .being made daily.
Time (hours)' Vertical -distance mowed (cm) j
-
0
1
0 . !
24 0-15-: ;
43 . 
72
96 . 
120 
144 -
0*32.,'. j 
0*47. , ...
0- 63 j
; °; 79 ■■■ . ' .! 
■ . O' 95 !: i
Thus the 'average rate of decent-under gravity for 
the particles having a ra d iu s  o f approximately 160 micro] 
(as measured by a travelling microscope) ’ was *0066 
c eni
Law of 1670 poise.
;imeter per hour Yielding a value-of v from Stokes
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5.7 Results r-'j* liscussion : .
is mentioned abo^e (5.1) thn actual' hallodoc 
spheres were too' snail and -slow moving to allow 
neasurment 3 to be taker- on them directly, excert for ■ that 
of overall settlore rata for a number, of particles.• For' 
t'xs reason larger metallic spheres were employed, and the• 
rosnlts treated to reveal any general trends in the 
behaviour of ^SD with D and particle- .size, that would 
enable an estimate of t^to be made for the Kallodoc 
spheres^
from evokes’ Law; 4htj clv * 67771 a /J-\ '
[ s o  [ s *  ( T J -
‘ j Tl a-3{/0"^)^
where /o - the density of the particles 
'V • . =' the- den v: ty of the fluid 
T  - - time for'a fall of.1 cm.
Thus for a- particular particle •
%z> - -- ---- . — ~- is a cunntiry a bo value
"Iso fo
of which night be expected to be p function’of D alone.
This assumes, that the effect of the walls of the 
cylinder system upon the particles, r^te .of fall, is a 
constant factor unaffected by changes in the ’primary 
rate of shear, or the consequent changes .in the terminal 
velocity of the particles. V/hile. this .is unlikely to be 
completely true the wall.effect will rapidly decrease 
with the particle size and from the tables ’it may 
be seen that the wall effects make a difference of.one 
minute in 13*5 -tor the spheres, compared to 1*25 minutes 
in 3 minutes for the 2mm diameter spheres'; so that for 
the smaller spheres5 inaccuracies in'this assumption
d   ........  ■
should have a negligible effect. . ■'
flie results recorded ■'applied only to particles -filch . 
appeared to fall centrally through- the annulus as ■
neasured before and after, the timed descent. As exrected 
little centrifugal motion was observed but the rar tides 
tended to- * cling*. to the cylinder■■walls if not initially . 
central. The spread of the recorded times for • 
neasuments which should have been identical was adopted 
as a measure of the lively inaccuracy of these 
neasurments. It was noted•that this spread of results 
was of similar magnitude for all the spheres used (i.e. 
the percentage inaccuracy increased: for.higher values of 
D) and was nrobably d e  to- errors in deciding -when, a • 
particle had crossed the-reference lines. The'observed 
spread of - results, could lead to errors of un to m oh 
for the • smaller spliere-s at. the highest rate of shear used,"- 
equivalent to a change'of ± '01 in'the value of |Up •
From graph (3 ) it may be' seen that within the. 
above mentioned degree of accuracy:. •
(1) the characteristic curve of against. D . was
Iso
independent of particle radius for -the particles
used, i.e. the fluid nr ferial was acting in a'
linear fashion with respect to the small variations
in rates of shear present in the vicinity of the.
particles. This is indicated by the unique nature
of this characteristic which with the exception
of the 2 mm sphere at- low rates .of shear a!3. Ire
within the likely experimental error. This
linearity of behaviour is also indicated for
values of D = 0 by the similarity in the calculated
values of 7] for the nartides as found from Stokes 
I  So
Law. ■
(°1 the characteristic curve of against D appears
. >  :
■74-
to approach a limiting value of 'approximately 
0*2 for the higher values of D. ' It was observed 
that in general the. sequence of values of fe'-
"'IfO
at a given rate of shear was in. the same order as 
the particle sizes, the values closing up with -
decreasing radius. In view of the large, wall 
effects present for the larger: nartides this 
effect seems to indicate that the higher values 
of ^  are likely to be more accurate than the 
lower values given by the larger spheres. Also 
the spread of values of ^  decreases with increasing 
values of D, all the curves tending towards a
HsD
common value of the ratio ^
(3) the values of the viscosity^Jcalculated from 
Stokes Law, for the various particle sizes, including 
the Kallodoc, when falling freely' in the .unsheared 
P.I.B.' solution, were all similar in magnitude and . 
in the order of 1600 poise.
In order to apply these results to the Kallodoc 
spheres in the cone and plate system the validity of 
all' these conclusions are assumed, the first to justify 
the use of this characteristic (graph 3) as applied to 
particles of 0*1 mm diameter, and the second to justify . 
the use of a value of of 0*18 for the range of rates 
of shear 30 - 180 sec"'. •
Both of these extrapolations, are somewhat less than . 
satisfactory, but neither could be avoided with the • 
apparatus available and the consequent value of ^soof 
300 poise which was used in. the assessment of the cone 
and plate results could hardly, have been arrived at in 
any other fashion. Graph (4) for example■shows 
comparative values of calculated from the rheogram of 
the P.I.B. solution used, from which it is evident that
? 5  ■ ■ ■
although there is a similarity of form between the 
various curves the- actual magnitudes involved vary, 
considerably, and offer no clear guidance as to a 
suitable value of the effective viscosity;
V
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CHAPTER VI : .
A Qualitative Review of the Observations ' .-
6.1 The results of this research were-recorded
-o :'si o.photographically and in this charter, the photograpn; 
plates 1 and 6 to 14. are reviewed qualitatively to show -' 
the general features of the Vphenomenena observed without ■ 
any attempt to interpret'the. results or compare them with 
the predictions of the theory.
6.2 Plate- 1 .illustrates the essential differences, in the 
effects -observed-when materials exhibiting various types 
of rheological properties were used to form the basis of '■ 
the suspensions sheared in the cone and plate'viscometer
(A) Plates 1A and IB show a suspension of spherical . 
narticles in a newtonian.fluid, Rheoplex, before end'after 
being sheared-for thirty minutes at a rate of -shear 'of - : 
138 sec’i equivalent to- thirty revolutions per. minute, in 
the Ferrpnti-' Shirley cone, and plate viscometer. ■ It was ,;1 i. . . ,. •
impossible after-this time to distinguish•any change in 
the particle, distribution present there being no 
tendency for the particles to form into rings or other 
noticable groups; The bubbles visible were not 
intentional, but do serve'to demonstrate the apparent 
impossibility verified in. other tests, of promoting 
rings even by seeding the' system with--foreign materials.
(B)-The effects of shearing a suspension.of- particles in 
a non-newtonian fluid generating only small, normal stress 
effects, Soduim-Carboxy methyl-celloluse is shown in 10 
and ID. In this case 1C.-.-shows the system before shearing, , 
and ID- shows the suspension again after thirty minutes 
shearing , at 138 sec-' (30 r .p.m.). . It was thought that
a slight clearance of the central part of the cone was , 
apparent, but the effect was very small. Again there was 
no tendency for the particles, to form/any definate
ii 5
groupings even under the -stimulus'. of foreign particles, 
the entrapped bubbles illustrating this point.
(C) By contrast plates IE and vy show the effects of 
only five minut es she aring at 138" s ec'i (3 0 ■ r. p „ m.) in 
the case of. a suspension of particles in a non-newtonian 
normal force producing material Poly-iso-Butylehe solution.' 
The effects are clearly quite different from those present 
with the other 'materials.., firstly, the particle density 
present near to the centre of the cone and plate system 
has.decreased considerably and .secondly, the particles 
have fallen into closed circular ring formations.of high 
particle density marked with arrows on the'plate IF.
The rings were coaxial with cone land appeared, to form 
spontaneously within seconds of the start "of the shearing. 
motion, without the stimulus' of foreign bodies (bubbles 
etc.). Continued shearing led' rapidly, within-thirty 
minutes, to complete clearance of the particles- from the. . , 
cone-plate area and the formation of a narrow, dense, • ' •
ring or group at the extreme edge of the cone. .
• In view of the exnected and conventional nature of . 
the results obtained for Rheoplex and S.C.M.C. in these 
and other tests no further illustrations of their 
behaviour have been included although other tests of a 
confirmatory nature upon bubble free samples have been 
performed.
The iriroortence of these tests is that from the 
rheograms of the S.C .1 1 .C . and Rheoplex given in chapter 
II it may be seen that these materials possess 
conventional viscous properties . the magnitude 'of which 
are comparable with the "viscosity" .of the P. 1.3.solution 
used, and thus results of the tyre shown on plate 1 clearly 
show that the radial migration-, present in the . case of 
P.I.B. is-not a centrifugal effects -but is probably 
associated with the large normal.stresses generated by .
Hi
P.i.3. solution when sheared. '■
<£.3 Plates . 6 to'9'all show the particle distributions 
present during the shearing process, the' photographs 
being taken during the operation without interupting 
the steady shearing motion. Each, plate showp a 
sequence of pictures taken, at different tines during".a 
particular.shearing process at a given rate of shear ; 
while the various plates- show the'effects of changing\ 
the rate of shear. The-traces which resulted when the 
negatives were examined- using the photo-nicrodensitometer 
have been included with 'the appropriate, plates where this ■ 
serves to clarify the particle distributions present.
The numbering of the traces is bonsistent with that of 
the plates from which-they were taken. In all these 
traces the peaks represent areas of high particle density 
although the background,illumination,of the.cone also 
changes'with the radial position. The position of the 
centre of the cone has-been shown as a chain line while 
the position of the edge of the flat area of the cone has 
been shown as a dotted line.
The four frames on plate 6 show the. effect of shearing 
the suspension at 46 secj (equivalent to 10 revolutions 
per minute of the cone) the individual frames being taken 
after 7, 14,. 21 and 28 minutes of shearing. The. ring 
formation became established early in the process but . 
even after 28 minutes of operation a,substantial number 
of particles were still present in the cone-plate gap 
and free of the edge zone.
Plate 7 shows the effect of operation at a rate of 
shear of - 92 * 0 sec^ (or 20 r. p. m . of -- the c one) the frames 
being taken after 1-0, 8*?, 17 and 2? minutes of shearing. 
In this case the rings present-are, more definite than those 
shown in plate ‘6 with fewer particles' free between the' 
rings, v.hile the overall clearance achieved after a given..
' • : M7
time of shearing may he seen to he greater than in the
above case, most of the particles migrating to;the edge - a
zone after twenty five minutes shearing (plate ID).
The four frames on plate 8 were taken after 5, 11, . .
1J and 20 minutes at a rate of shear of 138 sec’1 (30
r.p.rn.), the same sequence of events occurring as before, 
clarity of the rings and the overall rate of clearance 
again having increased with the rate of shear.
Plate 9 shows the effect of shearing a suspension. . 
at 186 sec’.' (40 r.p.m.) for 30 seconds, 4, 9 end 74- 
minutes. The. first frame <3:1 demonstrating how rapidly 
the ring system formed, while the remaining pictures in 
this sequence again showed an increased rate of particle 
migration leading.to ciearence of the central area of the 
cone in approximately fifteen minutes.
6,4 The results shown in plates 6 to 9 and in the 
accompanying microdensitometer traces are typical of the 
effects observed when a suspension of spherical particles- • 
in a P.I.B. solution was' sheared in’a cone and plate 
system. The general features presentwere
(a) an overall tendency for the suspended solids
to migrate towards the edge of the cone at a
rate far greater .than would be exnected from
centrifugal effects. This process leads in 
approximately thirty minutes to complete 
clearance of the centra,! ar.ea of- the cone and 
the formation of a dense edge ring.' The width, 
and thus the particle density of this 'edge zone ■ 
did not change.significantly with time of shearing 
after the cone area had cleared .
(b) The formation,- within seconds of starting the 
shearing motion, of closed circular rings.of
'high particle.density concentric with the axis 
of the cone. . . During the radial particle-migration
; ■ ■//$....
the ring pattern became, more clear ly defined (see the 
attached microdensitometer traces) while the" number of 
rings present decreased until finally no major rings-, 
remained. ..The radii of the rings were' observed to 
increase with time oil shearing while the. rings themselves 
varied in'density and width presumably due'-to individual'', 
particles joining and leaving the main body of the ring.. 
It proved impossible to oredict either the number or the 
positions- of the.rings likely to be produced in a.given, 
time by a known rate of shear, although the general form', 
of the particle distribution could be recognised as : 
characteristic of a given duration- and rate of shear.
The effect of increases in the rate shear was to increase, 
the rate of. clearance of the particles from the cone-plate 
area, and. also to increase the sharpness of the rings 
present as may be seen from' the 'microdensitometer traces. , 
although the general pattern of behaviour was unaltered.. 
6.1. The remaining plates 10 to 14 attempt to show the 
ways in which the rings move and decay during.the overall 
process of migration. The frames on each plate were taken 
at shorter intervals of. time than in the preceding, 
photographs, and, so that' comparison between different . 
sequences was possible, all-the following results have 
been recorded a.t 138 sector 30 revolutions per minute , 
of the cone.
In plate ‘10 the photographs A,to F form part of a 
sequence of frames taken at fifteen. second 'intervals,.- 
the frames actually shown being, taken'after twelve 
minutes plus 0, 15? 4'p, 120, and 170 seconds.
During this time the dense -oarticie ring marked (1). 
on the plates and traces,, moved from a radius of ■1* 6l cm ■ 
to 1*73 cm in a continuous, steady, expansion. ■ ; -
Again in plate. 11'where the ring system shown 
consists of three principal rings of high, particle ' ■
II? .
! .
- density (in addi11on to the edge zone) the outer ring 
narked (3) on the’plates increased in 'radius-, from. 1*4 
to 1*68 centimeters in three minutes 1 This increase in 
ring radius could he readily followed on the 
microdensitometer traces as could the changes in ring' 
width which occurred du.rinn: the notion. '
The above- mentioned photogre/ohs show that the - 
particle -rings tend to ’ increase in. r..adius d 1 xring■ the 
shearing motion, the process of.expansion being smooth 
and continuous the rings existing as stable entities;' 
for considerable .period's, of time up..to five minutes in 
many cases. A rather different effect was. also noted, 
normally at a late stage in the clearance process when 
only a small.number of well defined rings were present^, 
in which previously stable rings broke up quite rapidly, • 
the remains moving radially outward as free particles.
The remaining plates 12 to 14 attempt to. illustrate this' 
effect. J
Plate I2A shows a well developed ring.system' the 
result of twelve minutes shearing at 138 sec”,! consisting 
of two main rings plus the edge zone, the rings being . 
identified as (1) and (2) on the plates and in the graphs 
12B taken sixty seconds later shows the ring (2) breaking 
up and in 12C after a further sixty, seconds the process- 
is complete, the particles freed from the'; ring having 
merged with the edge zone. In addition to the rapid 
break up of (2) the microdensitometer- traces show the 
increase in the radius of (1) during the same -period of 
time and the change in. the width’of. the 'edge- zone after 
the particles from ring (2) have merged with it.
1 •
Plate 13 shows a similar break tic of the outer ring 
of an initial group- of three ringstover a period of 
forty seconds. In this case the ring marked (3) of the . 
system, while clearly.defined in |13A appears faint in
i Z O
133 after twenty seconds although the radius of the 
remaining faint ring is unaltered the ring changing 
in density only. The ring has vanished from 13c after 
a further period of twenty seconds.-'. .
Similarly, plate 14 illustrates; the collapse of • 
the outer'ring (2) of the system shown i n -141. In 
143 after 3o seconds shearing.- the ring has almost 
disappeared while in 140 after an additional 3# seconds 
the process had "been completed. ' ‘ .
It was also noted that this form of' break up 
occurred mainly at a radius of 1-iS + *03 centimeters, 
and at a late stage in the development of the ring 
system. It was not clear whether this form.of collapse-. 
only occurred under, these conditions or whether it 
occurred at other times and radii hut went■unobserved 
due to the complexity of the ring system at an earlier . 
stage of.its development.
It did appear'however? that this process of rapid 
decay occurring after a relatively long stable period . 
was a rather different process from the steady increase 
in radius previously noted, ■
6.6 Thus.in summary, the suspensions having- Rheoplex 
and S.C.M.C . as tho fluid component behaVed conventiona1ly 
showing negligible centrifugal effects and no particle. 
groupings of any kind.'
■ In those suspensions, having the P. I-.3. ; solution - 
as a fluid component the suspended; particles migrated 
radially outwards resulting in compile to clearance of the. 
central area of the cone end plate within a short- time,
.the actual time taken decreasing bith increasing rate 
of shear.
While the‘ultimate effect was1 ah overall clearance 
of the cone area the ^articles formed. Into circular rings 
of high particle'density during the motion. These rings
I l l
improved in clarity with increases in both time of. 
shearing and rate of shear, but were- present for.all 
the rates of shear used and formed very soon after the' 
shearing motion began.. The rings themselves increased ■ 
in radius with'time of shearing either as. a smooth ■ 
continuous motion (plates 10 and 11) or by breaking up • 
as shown in slates 12 to 14, the particles then moving \ 
away separately.
These results ore surely qualitative but serve 
to show the unexpected nature of the effects observed.- 
It is however clear that ' any attempt. to use this. ,
instrument., in it's normal capacity; to measure the, viscosity 
of suspensions’such as the'P.I.B, solution would .become 
impracticable within seconds, as the torque' measured would 
be' due to the resistance of alternate areas of.very high; 
and very, low particle density.
I £&„
Cir.PTRR VII .
Treatment of the Photo graphic Records and. Mo a s ur era e nt s 
of the Rate of Radial. Mi .or at ion of the Particle’ and 
Particle Rings.'
7.1 Due to the pictorial torn in-which the results wore 
recorded '-numerous difficulties have •been experienced in' 
presentation and analysis and only a-small• Proportion of 
the nhotographs tahen and examined have’;'been included 
here, In this chapter'the methods used to examine the 
photographs are ■ explained end such results as could • ho 
derived fron a direct examination of the negatives ore- 
presented.
7.2 Two -general methods, of examination were a. tt emu ted. 
which were.appropriate:to the two types of photograph 
token. ■.
(a) From the short exposore time•nhotographs in which 
the positions of the -individual - per tides were visible 
(e.g. .plate 2-) an attempt was made to establish the 
radial variation of particle density[^y^J by projecting 
the negatives against a large polar -scale and- -counting 
particles directly. However, while individual part i d  -;s 
were clearly visible the...presence ’ of several o?r'ciclos 
In depth or evented, a direct count being an eff 00 ti va- 
rne a sure of except for small values of t- where the
cone-plate gap was only two or. three - oarti'cles deep..
An example of the type of his10-0ram .prepared from such 
an analysis of the negative shown in plate 2 is given 1 
as graph (5)1 When the' histogram was integrated. It 
predicted a total particle population . of 42-, 000 which 
compared reasonably well with th^ • expected number 10,000 
as. calculated from the kno^n solids concentration (9;f 
by volume) and the particle size;-: although the. number 
found by counting was less than the calculated 
■copulation, as would be exnected if particles were
(jt
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present in depth. In .general however this method was ■ 
not considered satisfactory due to 'the subjective nature 
of the particle count in areas ■ of high particle densitv 
and was therefore not used except to demonstrate' that 
the other photographic technique' .used accurately 
represented the particle distribution present.
(b) Photographs' were talon having-exposure tines of 
approximately -one-quarter or one-half the per iod of. rotation' 
of the cone. This permitted the use of more sotisf ..otory 
lighting conditions which resulted in negatives having 
greater contrast than those mentioned above. The 
!Iintegro.ting" effect of' the .time exposures also clarified' 
the ring structure nresent without altering the.'form of , 
the particle distribution or introducing other snurious 
effects as may be seen.in-plate 2 where the two types 
of photograph are compared.
Due to the improved quality of the.negatives it 
was found to be possible to examine them either by 
means of a photo-nicrodensitometer. or directly using a 
travelling microscope, resulting in a far. less subieetive 
assessment of the negatives than was possible by direct 
observation anb counting (as in (a) above). It also 
proved possible to obtain .results for the rate of radish 
migration of the rings directly from.the' microdensitometer 
traces and less' accurately, to estimate the overall time 
tahen for all the particles in the gap. to .migrate 'to- :the 
edge of the cone.
7.3 Examination of the'Negatives using a ■’:
Travelling Miscroscope
The negatives were placed in a horizontal position 
and illuminated from below using a lamp and diffusing 
screen to obtain uniform lighting 'conditions. Thevr were 
examined with the aid of a vertically mounted travelling
■ 725 '■ _ g
microscope which provided .a x 1.0 nagnification,and was■.. 
fitted with a micrometer screw.to measure the horizontal 
movement of the microscope*' The ear tide . grottos*-and 
rinos, were clearly visible provided that care was ’ -.
excels ed in arranging the".lighting; ' and measurements 
of the radii of the rings were quite practicable;. .
although .a slow process, ' and one which involved subjective 
assessments of the position of the centre of the cone. 
Travelling'microscope examination was attempted'however 
to ensure that the photo-nicrodensitometer also used was 
presenting an accurate, picture .of the actual, particle 
distribution present i.e.- that.it was >
(a) resolving all1 the visible rings.
(b) presenting an accurate picture of the rinr vidrhs. 
In 'fact,while differences in the results obtained by- ■
these two' methods did arise, they-occurred, only in the 
narrow, faint, rings of small radii, which did not contain 
a significant proportion of the total, particle'* .
population0
7.4 Examination of the Neestives, using a 
Photo-microdensitometer.
The negatives were; examined us in? 'a "Joyce” 
recording photo-microdensitometer which produced all the 
traces included here. In this apnaratus^light from a 
small slit was focused onto the negative, and the amount 
of light transmitted through the .film measured' and 
recorded automatically as the film was traversed across, 
the light source. Thus in- .all .cases the peaks of the 
traces represent areas- of high density on she .negative . 
corresponding to high particle-- densities at tno.se points. > 
There are two features inherent, in.. this treatment* 
firstly, due to the lighting conditions in the cone and / 
plate apparatus (chwpter 4.) the density of the nogdive 
was not., directly proportional to the particle density
. ' /?4 . ;
present • in the system, and.. thus, - vhi lo- the 
nicrodensi t ome t er t mcos' roproseht the widths of the 
rings* their- arnlitudes. are not directly nroportional to 
rn(?^ although related to it in "some -way. Secondly, the • 
finite width of the liaht beam used -to •examine’ the 
negatives, although small by comparison with the radial 
width of the 'rings. resulted in a "rounding . of f - of the 
edge of the peaks actually recorded, .
<L t<i-
This situation is shown in figure .7.1 inhere 1! 
effect of examining . an-', ideal peak with an illuminated 
slit of width (d) is shown." The infinitude of this effec
could he assessed -in practice since It was.known that
.
the outside edge of the cone was sharply defined and 
should therefore be represented by an instc.nta.nous- • 
change in tensity of the -negative. ' The mi c ro dens11caete 
trace corresponding to’ the edge of the cone however was 
found to be inclined, the slope o|ccupying some two 
millimeters of the ’ n radius" axis -with the instrument- 
settings, slit width, and amplifier f eedback. used. Thusy y ■* /
when measurements were made of the position or widths of
IZ7
■che. particle groups from the .• nicrode n s itone t e r tree os 
the neasurcment.s were taken 'to a point intermediat e*. 
between the root •nd peak of the trace,' or to a ooint 
approxinote 1 y one millimeter inside the root of the 
trace if the peak- waindistinct or others/iso 
unavailable for nossuroment. •
This -nothod of ■ analysis gave consistent results 
when applied t o'. t he‘ni’cr o d o ns it one t or traces, however 
since the trrc.es were only records of the density of to 
negative alon -; a narrow-, radial - strip it was imno’ssible 
to distinguish between formations ■ ' having a -large 
angular size and small, groups of particles-, or narks on 
the negative.
7* 5 In order to assess the accuracy with which the 
information contained in the.'neactives had .been 
extracted it was decided to compere results derived 
from- microdensitometer and travelling microscope- 
examinations of the same negatives. It-was found that 
in those cases whore the rings ■ v;ere dense and few in 
number, as occurred late in the•clearance process the 
two methods produced results which were in substantial 
agreement as may oo-seen from the specimen calculation 
page /-H . .Where the two methods differed it worn , 
normally in the :.case of feint, smell radius rings which 
could be observed using one method but were ark visible 
with the other method .of''.analysis' {e.g.: ring 3 of 
page ikk) . . H-'-wever J‘hese 'rings contained only -a very 
small proportion of the 'total -particle population, due 
to their’small width and radius and the results of 
subsequent calculations using the data showed little 
variation on this account. Indeed.the values of transi 
time calculated on the basis of the two types of -■ 
measurament were never found to differ, by more tnan
ia.%
20Z in any of the calcinations, there possible results 
derived fron travelling microscopes end nicrodensit ometer 
me as ur ement s •have been 'presented- together in. the various 
tables and since it was 'apparent "that the 
microdensitometer resolved, substantially the same 
particle distribution as mas visible to the naked ’eye 
results have been taken from the microdensitonoter traces 
in order to reduce the. subjective, content of the 
measurements.-
An attempt was made to assess’ the effect upon the 
calculations of ring and narticle, transit times of ani ■ . ...
(arbitrary) error of + l;i in the measurement, of - ring 
radii. Such an arbitrary 'varintipn -(of ± ly) in the 
values of the ring radii induced changes in the , 
calculated transit times of • up to .£ 10% since, it was 
the small difference in the radii squared 'which u s  
used in equation 23 to calculate the transit times.
In practice- however on error of ~ 1% would represent 
a physical measurement of f l-J millimeters on the 
microdensitometer traces., and is therefore a somewhat 
pessimistic estimate of the likely errors of 
measurement. In addition the. direct comparison of the • 
travelling miscroscope and• the. microdensitometer results 
mentioned above implied a much higher standard of 
consistency and worn thought to be a ’'more realistic 
test of the. accuracy of the results.
7.6 Thus the Photographic technioue using extended 
exposure settings produced records which could be . 
examined directly using, a' travelling microscope or 
indirectly .by moans of a. microdensitometer. Either' 
method gave reproducible measurementsgof. the positrons, 
and widths of the particle formations present especially . 
at a late stage in the’ clearance... -process when the rings 
present were sharply defined. While these results'did
not • directly indicate the values. of vhhgthey did alloy. 
the redial positions of; the .rings' to be determined..' and 
in a subjective fashion, the time token.for complete ■ 
clearance of t k e c o no - plat e gap to be estimated,. These.-...
results, which stem directly from .measurements ,.on. the' ■ - .
negatives and microdensitometer traces, -have been'used ' h.'. 
to calculate certain quantities which could be cam-oared 
with the ■ predictions of the theory, ...
7,7 A comparison between the observed time for the gap. 
to become completely clear, of particles • and. the 
calculated time (from equation 03) for a particle to 
travel from the centre- - of . the cone. to ’the .ed~e zone, is • 
potentially the most sensitive test of the'predictions 
of the theory, since it would be an average for. all the 
particles in the system •and therefore likely to be least 
affected by any'random factors which:might influence 'the . 
motion of individual particles. In addition, the formation 
of rings of particles, not predicted bv the.theory might 
be expected to affect the radial passage 0" the particles • 
although these formations appeared to.be separate 
ohonomenena superimposed -utbon the .overall radial migration 
which again suggested.', that "one overall average clearance 
time mip-bt be the measurement least-' affected bv the.'o ■ *-■
presence of the rings.
Ideally if at a-.given rate' ojT shear the inner rant of 
the cone-plate gap is observed to become clear- of particles 
after T seconds, leaving all the particles in an edge'zone 
between r .= i\ and r = K then the theory predicts that the 
time taken should be given by equation 23 v/here tVie. values 
of the radii used vould .be , 
r, = °
and r, = the radius of the inside.boundary of the edge zone. 
Table 4 below shows the results of such 3.calculation
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carried out in'the simple runner outlined. above, for 
the range of rates of shear usedthe result s being ' 
compared with the times taken to achieve complete 
clearance of the particles from the -cone-plate nip as 
determined subjectively from the photographs.
As. may be seen from the table a measure' of aareemen 
was found to exist between the observed and calculated 
clearance.times* the maximum difference being at the ' 
lowest rate of shear where the system was least well 
defined, and for which.an estimate of the’clearance time 
was most difficult. In particular .the change in 
clearance time with rate of she~rhas•been quite. 
accurately followed although the actual values _ were not 
so precisely predicted.
In reality these measurements are inaccurate, for ' - 
several reasons 5. '
(1) The time at which complete clearance of the 
centre of the cone had occurred was assessed 
subjectively from the photographs, and although at 
least three recorded sequences were examined for 
each rate of sheer, so that an average, time could 
be established, the choice of a clearance time,was 
not an accurate or a well.defined operation.
(2) By waiting for complete clearance to occur the 
time recorded included the transit times of particle 
which Initially, existed under the flat area in the 
centre of the particle cone. This flat area 
constituted a parallel plate, system in. which a 
normal stress gradient existed which would be 
expected to be quite different in form to that which 
was assumed In the theory. Thus the time taken for 
these ■ particles to 'enter the cone .proper could not' 
be calculated and would therefore' influence, the 
accuracy of the calculations by an unknown amount.
ct
\.
t'5Z
The results in table 6 have been presented to ■ 
demonstrate that a simple end direct comparison of the • 
experimental results and the theoretical predictions 
yielded a measure of agreement. In chapter 8- a more 
complete analysis is attempted'which’ overcomes the 
difficulties present hero but involves a number of ' 
additional stapes In the treatment of,the 
microdensitometer traces. 1 •
7.8 It was noted in chapter 6 that the/particle rings 
which formed in the cone-plate gap increased in radius 
with time of shearing and, for the later stages of the 
clearance process, when the rings were’dense and 
clearly defined,' it proved possible to establish the 
•✓•radial displacement achieved bv Individual rings in the 
known times between photographic records (e.g. as in 
plates/o and //. ). Thus the results of . these measurements'- 
only apply,-at a late stage in the clearance process,- to 
rings present near the edge of the cone. Is. with all 
these records a measurement of particle radial velocity 
was impracticable since.the ‘velocitv was a function of 
radial position and thus the displacement achieved in a
r>
given time (in effect jvFb) is the basic measure of the 
particles’'behaviour.
The transit times for motion between the same radii 
as were observed in the '-photographs were calculated from 
equation 23 and are presented in tabular form together 
with the-elapsed time between the photographs. A direct 
comparison' between these figures was however complicated 
since the physical situation assumed in the theory was " 
probably not realised in the case 'of the dense rings.. 
Firstly, the rings appeared to possess a mechanism which 
maintained their stability'for long periods of time, and 
which might be expected-to affect their radial velocity.
/3 3
Secondly, the inter particle forces were assumed- to he 
negligible in the theory,- an assumption• unlikely to he 
realised in a densely populate--' ring. Thus the -calculated 
results have been included to set a-time scale, rather 
than in the expectation of achieving close agreement' ■ 
with the -practical measurements.
These results are presented in. tables 7 to 10, the 
time at.which the photographs were taken being recorded 
together with the radius of the- ring • as it existed in 
the instrument. i/here the sequences used are included as 
elates in the text the plate , number has • been• - shown, and 
the ring.refered to identified on.the plates and the 
microdensitometer traces*
The tabulated results show certain general trends*
•S - .
in particular the transit tine of the ring between two 
radii was far less than the calculated transit time•for 
a ' single particle moving .between, jthe same radii. The 
actual- times averaged only one half or two thirds of the 
calculated times, the disparity tending to increase t^ 
the higher rates of shear *
Is' was mentioned before'- (7. ?) the most realistic 
test of the consistency of these results was to compare 
travelling microscope and microdensitometer■treatments of 
the same ring formations. This bus been attempted, in 
tables 7, 9 and 10 from, which it appears that•although 
the measured radii differ in some cases bp up to 6 -lip 
(table 10 plate 11A) the transit times calculated from- 
the changes in radii observed in sub.cceding.photogr~rhs. 
differ by only 3* 3b (table 10) in the same measurements,- 
This discrepency presumably reflects the difficulty . 
sometimes experienced in- establishing the centre of the 
negatives when examined with the- travelling microscope. : 
The differences betwen the observed • and calculated, 
transit times are therefore much greater than could be -
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explained by errors of analysis, and.'thus it must-be' 
concluded, at least for the later stays of the clearance 
-rocess, and'for rings of high particle concentration, 
that the rin-s possess an avorage radial'velocity. which. 
is up to twice that predicted bv- |the theory for free 
particles moving between, t’-o some radii,.
7.9 The third tyoe of Particle motion which was 
distinguished (chanter 6) -was the radial motion of.the 
particles freed when rin-s broke ud as' they were seen■ 4 /
to do late in the clearance process and towards the outer 
edge of the cone.
'This effect offered the possibility of-directly 
establishing the transit time for ' these-particles since 
Kthe last known position of the ring served to define the 
starting radius5 while the inner boundary -of ..the. edge 
zone formed the terminal radius of the particles notion. 
Photographs were .taken,’as rapidly as was practicable- 
with'a single shot camera, but the process frequently 
appeared to occur between frames so that a maximum and. 
minimum .transit time was-all that could" be determined. 
Here again the transit time calculated from equation 23 
was' presented together with the measured times so that a. 
comparison was possible. .
From the tabulated results (tables- 11 to lg) it lay 
be seen-that the transit times observed in practice -aero 
less than those' calculated from the theory -in every .case.
The values of the observed times varied considerably^ due
partly to the speed of the effect and vgo p t_ rn 0 r' 013
between the p'ho to graphs but averaged only one .quarter' to
one sixth of the calculated times for the same radial
displacement. gJW j 1 0 g Wq g q measurements .were probably •
less .accurate gW p. V"! T ' 1 P 0 0 the x*ilaw’ radial'motion,; ,
s inc e here the rings broke u,o and here sen - y - -i, o o o. J- o o
definite systeii up oil which to make mensurenients „ thej
/ s ?
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results'-Indie at g that the ■ particles; (moving freely after 
the break up of the ring)' possessed a substantially 
greater radial velocity than that, predicted by the theory; 
and greater also than that observed for the rings 
themselves prior - to" their breaking up. - ; • ,,
The last known position of the- rings^ prior to their 
breaking up has been recorded separately in tables 11 to' 
13, una.er the heading "Break Up" radius, from which, it 
appears that the rings tended to collapse vithin the 
narrow radial strip between 1*6? cm to 1*7.0 cm while 
still 0*1(4) cm away from the edge zone. While'it was 
impossible to be sure that this effect only occurred -at 
these radii (and late in the clearance process) due to 
the complexity of the'system at an earlier time,.and the • 
consequent difficulty in following the progress of 
individual rings- the effect was not observed under 
other conditions. The.cause of this decay was not clear 
since the rings were no closer to the edge zone when 
they broke up than they had previously been to the other 
rings of the system. Also, the edge zone should not 
form a definite boundary to the.gap. (as is the case with .
u.m " ■ • ........... '
the fluid-air boundary) .since the velocity gradient from 
cone to plate if thin the. edge, zone.should match that In 
the adjacent fluid,.so that the disturbance.to the flow t 
due' to the edge zone should not•be large.
CHAPTER VIII ■ ,
, ' ' " . . 
further Analysis of the Vosults and of the Overall '
Rate of Clearence of Particles Froh the Cone-Plate Gap
8.1 In the preceding chapter tb.p photographic results _• 
were- examined and the predictions of the theory compared 
with the observed effects directly without making any 
assumptions concerning particle distribution etc. As 
mentioned in chapter 7 the''result likely to be the 
most realistic test of. the theory was the•overall rate • 
of clearance of the solid particles from the cone-plate' 
yap, and while in 7.7 a measure of agreement, was 
obtained between the observed and calculated clearance 
times, certain shortcomings inherent.'in the analysis 
prevented the results being, treated with complete ' 
confidence. ' 'a ,
8.2 In this chapter an .attempt has . been made to . 
eliminate the faults in such a direct approach, . 
although the resulting calculation involved several 
additional assumptions, Evidence;is presented which 
indicates that, at, a particular rate of* shear the 
particle density in.the- rings tends to a maximum value,., 
late in tho clearance process, which is.common to all ■ 
the'rings present. Using'this infer'mat ion the widths of 
the particle groups. present may be .taken as a measure bf. 
ri(v t).
A. photograph taken after an' arbitrary, time of 
shearing, before the clearance process is. complete, is 
examined and the number of -particles ' .still.' free of the ■ 
edge zone is assessed by measuring the' radial widths of 
the remaining rings. From these data, 'the.:maximum radial 
displacement achieved by any of the particles.then in 
the edge' zone may oe estimated -and - the. time for sucn a. 
radial displacement calculated from equation 23, whence-
■ ' ' ’k Z ' :
the calculated time may be compared with the known time' 
at which the• negative-' had been taken.
8.3 As may be seen from any of the., plates a region of ‘ . 
high particle density (the edge zone) developed after- 
sheading the suspension.. The edge zone was observed 
to increase in width as particles merged with . it - however,.. 
after the cone area had cleared of particles continued 
shearing did not further change the width of the edge 
zone,- implying that the' particle density present within 
it also remained constant. ■ In addition the \.. 
microdensitometer traces show that - the dens/i ty. of , the 
negative wasvin:general-constant across the radial width 
of the edge zone, indicating that.the-particle density 
was also constant since the amplitude of the tr~ce was. . 
related to the particle density. ’ This result.is not 
unreasonable-- since the .particle interactions in such a . 
high density suspension'- would be expected to break up . 
any local;....groups of higher concentration. It was also 
noted that the final width of the 'edge zone.-which 
resulted from'the shearing.of the different.samples 
depended principally upon.the rate of shear 'employed.
The first entries in table 14 show the value of the final 
particle density'-calculated-from equation^ from which It ■ . 
may be seen that even at-different rates of.shear the final, 
particle density achieved., varied only, over the range 2 !-5% 
-to by volume, the. initial particle concentrations
being 9h by volume in all cases. , -.
The hypothesis that a single value of particle 
-concentration might result from shearing at a. given rate 
of shear, wa,s extended to- apply to the. system late In 
the clearance process., when a. small .-number of well 
defined rings were present. One-observation which .seemed. • 
to justify this, was that as the rings.- merged 'with the 
edge zone, the .edge zone increased in width by .an amount
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which indicated that the process was accorropnied by a 
redistrioution of. the .particles' pre-sent' rather then a 
change - in the particle’ density. This process' nay be, . ■ 
followed in the microden s i tometor: traces which ■ 
accompany .plate'*4- where- after ring2 has merged with the 
edge zone the resulting., edge zone, shows an indr ease in’ ~ 
radial width. To test this hypothesis a number of 
negatives taken at different times during a single test 
were analysed, the widths of the rings present being 
measured and the particle density calculated in each 
case from equation?? in, the fashion set out in detail- 
on pageuhfor a system sheared at I3S sec"1 for 11 minutes 
shown in plate 8& . The results pf these; calculations 
for various rates of shear are shown in table 14 ..
These tabulated results show that for a narticular 
test at a given rate of shear, the'average particle 
density calculated from, the ring widths, remained 
substantially constaj.it throughout the later stages of ' • 
the clearance proces-s -'(i.e. after the rings had become 
clearly defined) although the.number 'and form of the 
rings pr sseht. changed .considerably during the 
measurements. This fact has been taken to justify the 
assumption that the particle-density reached the same 
value in all the rings' of a particular system since 
otherwise the calculated value of the average particle 
density would be expected to alter with the number and 
widths of the rings .hresent•
ifhile in. the liter calculations no assumptions have 
been made concerning the actual .'magnitude of the particle 
density, within the rings it is interesting to notice 
that the particle concentration settled to a value of 
approximately 25% by volume.(its actual value depending 
upon the ;rate - of shear)',, compared with its initial value' 
of 9% by•volume and a theoretical'maximum .for the- picking
lUh ■ '
Model calculation of the particle density for the' 
system shown.in plate 8 b . .  The results presented here 
were obtained from the microdensitometer trace (page £2) 
and the original negative by use of a travelling
microscope.
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of uniform spheres of approximately 60%.
Thus the assumption that the. particle.density’
present is a constant for the rings of a well developed
ring system fits the measured ring widths with
considerable accuracy, and hence by making use of this .
assumption the particle distribution may be assessed
from the mocrodensitometer traces, .at least for the
later stages of the clearance process,
8,4 An Improved Calculatation of the Average 
Rate of Particle Migration.
In the following treatment It is assumed
(a) that there is no secondary fluid flow in the 
system (as in chapter 3 ) so that the radial 
velocity of a particle is a unique function of its ; 
radial position at. a given rate of" shear. Thus the . 
particles would arrive at the edge of the cone In 
the same order as their initial radial positions*, 
those from small starting radii arriving late at 
the edge. . '
(b) that for a given.test, sample the particle density 
present, had a constant value in all the rings of the 
system at least at a late stage in the clearance 
process (chapter 8*3). This allows the particle 
distribution to be established from the widths of 
the peaks shown by the microdensitometer, although 
the actual particle density present is not of 
interest. . *
8 .? It was mentioned in chapter 7!/.that the central flat 
of the particle cone represented a parallel plate system 
which contained a normal stress gradient of an undefined 
form. Initially this central section would be expected 
to contain some 3*5% of the total particle population on 
a volumetric basis (chapter 3 equations.) and since the 
presence of the central flat presumably modified the
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stresses within the material adjacent to the central, 
flat it is probable that as many as 10 hr of the 
total particle population were initially in areas where 
the form of the normal stress gradient was uncertain.
Thus to obtain an accurate measure of the overall 
rate of radial migration it was necessary to use data 
applying only to those particles' initially in the 
outer-sections of the'cone-plate gap, where the stress 
conditions were more clearly defined.
Consider a negative taken after the system had been 
sheared for a time (T) at a given,'yate of shear.
Provided that the chosen time is sufficient to have 
allowed the ring system, to becom)s clearly defined, the 
widths of the rings present may be measured (assumption b) 
and thus the proportion of the-total particle population 
free of the edge zone determined. If xfi of the total 
particle population is still free of the edge zone, at 
time T (where x is defined by :
5 J J \
_  ( ^ )  +  ( / ;  - * * ) ■ *  * • ' ”  ^ - 1/  ME&e n  n u m / s e a ;
ft -v)+ * + GDQ5 Z O ^ H T "
those particles still free of the edge zone must (by
assunption a) initially have been those nearest to .the 
axis of the cone. Thus the y$ still within the gapimust 
originally have .occupied the inner-most of the volume 
of the cone-plate gap i.e. they would have filled the gap 
out to a radius (r) given by :
p « $(— ) ^  (->f *  * * p£*cEAnv,6e)
If therefore at a.time T an edge zone exists as 
shown in figure 8.1 from r^ -^  H which contains (100 - • x) fo 
of the total particle population, so that y$ of the 
particles present possess radii r where r < r2 ; and
IM- Z
If
where initially, these particles (the 7$) would have 
filled the cone-plate yap to a radius r= : then' * V WO
the maximum, radial distance’travelled bv any particle 
then in the edge zone would have been from ah initial 
radius r< to a final radius (at. the edge zone) of r2 ,
It- is thus possible to use these values of tt and 
ra as determined from a particular negative,' to. 
calculate a transit time for an equivalent radial 
displacement from equation 23 the value of which may 
be compared with the-known time (T) at which the . 
photograph had been taken. In practice a negative 
taken laij:e in the clearance process was 'required so 
• that the rings present -would';be well defined thus 
allowing measurements- to be made with reasonable 
accuracy. It was also desirable however to choose a 
system which gave a value of x of. approximately 20$ 
so that the effect of the unknown normal stress gradient 
at the centre of the system would be eliminated.
A model calculation of this type is shown on cage 
where the negative treated is that shown on plate 8D 
while the results of similar calculations at other.rates 
of shear!? are given in the table below, (table )l>).
Regarding the - accuracy of these measurements, no 
better estimate could be made than the comparison between- 
the travelling microscope and microdensitometer
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calculations which may. "be seen to be in reasonable 
agreement, although the time calculated from the travelling 
microscope data is greater in all cases than that ' 
derived from the microdensitometer'results, probably . 
due to the microdensitometer traces showing no 
distinction between rings and only local blemishes 
which led to a larger value of x in these calculations.
The discrepancies between the two;methods of analysis 
were of the same order ms the differences between the •.. 
actual and the calculated.times, although the calculated L. 
times were in all cases greater than the actual times so 
that the difference between the actual and calculated 
values must be presumed to be a real, effect and not m 
explicable, in terms of the errors inherent in the - 
analysis. •
In view of the high radial velocity possessed by 
the rings and free particles in the late stages of the 
clearance rrocess which was noted in chapter 7 the 
overall clearance time would be expected to be less' than 
that predicted by the theory. However, the agreement 
between the theoretical and' experimental values of the 
overall clearance time would not have been achieved.had
the high ring radial velocity been present throughout 
the motion.
While the percentage, discrepancy between.'the 
observed and calculated times as derived here showed 
only a small improvement compare^ to the results of the 
approximate calculation given in chapter 7 it was 
considered that the extra complication involved here 
was justified since the subjective nature of the 
assessment of the time necessary for complete clearance 
had been•eliminated.
Discussion and Conclusions.
In this chapter an attempt has been made to review 
the factors which influence the accuracy of the results and 
to set out concisely the conclusions which seem, to be 
justified. A short discussion is then nreseated which 
examines possible mechanisms for the formation ~nd 
stability of the ring structures which were observed in 
practice.
9.1 Before any valid conclusions may be drawn from the 
forgoing results it is apposite to consider the degree of 
reproducibility which might be expected from the 
experimental data. The observations were recorded 
photographically and since the negatives themselves were 
examined there was no possibility of shrinkage or 
distortion of the Images during processing, (although this 
may have affected the plates which have been included in
the text). Thus the accuracy of the records depends upon
the resolution of the optical system end the lighting
conditions used. Comparative results similar to plate (2)
have given confidence that the photographs accurately 
represent the particle distributions that were present, 
and thus the only remaining possibility of error is in 
the processing of the photographic results. The actual 
accuracy of the measurements was difficult to establish 
although an arbitrary error of +•• In the measurement 
of the ring; position would result in a + 10$ error in the . 
transit time calculated from that data (chapter ?). This 
however was both arbitrary and pessimistic and thus a 
comparison of the best results of the travel1ing-microscope 
and microdensitometer analyses has been adopted as a test 
of the likely accuracv.
■ The difference In the results obtained were :
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from 3k to 20;I for the Ring Radial Velocity (tobies 7 to 10) 
from 1 • ft to 4 *y~> for the values of Vc (table 14) 
from 2* 8k to 174 for the overall clearance time (table 1.6) 
Thus the reprolucability of the results derived from 
the two methods of analysis varied for different 
measurements but the following conclusions seem justified 
in that the effects concerned could not be explained in 
terras of the experimental errors of the measurements 
concerned.
9*2 (1) Qualitatively it is apparent that the rapid
radial migration during shearing would prevent 
measurements made in a cone and plate svstern being 
an accurate measure of the viscosity of the 
suspension since the torque recorded would be due 
to alternate regions of high and low particle 
density after more than approximately one minutes 
shearing, (c.f. plate 8A).
(2) The migration was not due to centrifugal forces 
since the control experiments using Rheoplex and
SCIIC yielded conventional results, the suspended 
solids circulating with the fluids.
(3) 3y reference to the same control oxoeriments, 
it would seem that the migration noted in P. I..*3. 
solution was due to the large normal stress effects 
present in the P.1.3. solution rather than its 
non-linear shear stress, rate of shear characteristic.
(4) The theory which has been developed, predicted 
the order of magnitude of the overall clearance time 
this being the observation most likely to realise 
the assumptions made in the theory. The actual 
values predicted were some 25k greater than those 
found in practice, although the change in clearance 
time with rate of shear was followed much more 
accurately (see table 16).
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(5) The rate of radial migration of the rin~s was 
upprox?\r>.n tely twice that predicted by the theory 
.for a single particle. This f~ct was only 
established for the system, as it existed in
appr oxiraately the last half of the. clearance 
process when rincs, rather than individual particles, 
'Were the mobile elements of the s ystem. If this 
rate of rai prat ion had applied throuchtout the 
shearing process, the agreement found in paragraph 4 
for the overall clearance time would not have' 
resulted. This implies that the higher rate' of ;: 
migration developed late in the clearance process 
which would provide a reason for the discrepancy • 
between the theory and experiment found above in 
paragraph 4.
While the above conclusions are fully .justified bv 
the experimental evidence, there are certain other results 
which appear less certain :
(6) While-the rings existed as stable entities for 
relatively long periods (> 5 minutes) they decayed 
suddenly at radii of 1*67 + *os cm when still some
' distance from the edge zone. This effect was not 
noted at other times or radii but could have gone 
undetected due to the greater complexity of the 
rings at an earlier stage in their developements.
(7) Those particles freed by the break up of a ring 
moved radially to the edge zone at a rate which was 
up to four times that predicted by the theory. The 
causes of this rapid motion were not clear.
(8) A limiting particle density of approximately 211 
by volume developed within the rings, which was not 
readily exceeded by the forces present in the cone 
and plate gap during the shearing process.
9.3 It has been of particular interest in this thesis to
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investigate the validity of the theory which has been 
developed. The necessary comparison between theory and 
experiment has involved numerous stages both in the 
analytical treatment of the results (chapter 8) and in 
the number of ancillary experiments which have been 
required, (e. g. the normal force, and Stokes viscosity 
m 9 a s ur erae nt s).
The simple theory as developed in chapter 3 deals 
with the response of a single particle to the normal 
stress gradient. A consequence of this theory is that 
for a suspension of such particles (in practice an. 
infinitely dilute suspension) a circular area completely 
clear of particles should form at the centre of the 
system and increase in radius with time of shearing, this 
being a result which derives from equation-23, the particle 
density beyond this clear area increasing steadily since 
particles could not escape from the system. Thus 
although the theor}7- make no predictions concerning the 
rings, their mode of formation or their behaviour, it is 
reasonable to expect its predictions to apply to the 
overall rate of clearance in which the rings participate.
The clearance times indicated by the theory are longer 
than those found in practice although the correct dependence 
upon rate of shear was predicted. There are several 
possible reasons for this discrepancy :
(a) The value of the transverse viscous resistance [fsoj 
was found by extrapolation from results obtained at 
quite low rates of shear (up to only 10 sec'O end
thus might be in error although there is no reason 
■ to suspect that it would introduce an error as large 
as that found in practice.
(b) The response of the rings, which became fully 
developed about half way through the clearance process, 
to the normal stress gradient would be expected to be
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different to that for a single particle (see 9.4 
below). This would result in a change in the' rate 
of radial migration as the rings developed,and the 
result (as in paragraph 9 -above) would adequately 
explain the discrepancy in the results of overall 
clearance tine provided'that the ring radial 
velocity only became important late in the clearance 
process. , •
Thus in general the theory seems to predict reasonable 
results in conditions where the basic assumptions are 
realised but it obviously does not completely explain 
all the phenomena which have been observed.
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9.4 Concerning the Format!on of the Particle Pings.
The observed formation of the particle rings after 
only short periods of shearing remained unexplained.
There are however a number of possible ways in which 
these groups of particles could have been formed and 
these are considered in this section.
The first possibility is that particles adhering 
to the cone and/or plate could.cause other ^articles to 
"stream" behind them thus establishing rings. However 
seeding the gap with solid particles failed to produce 
this effect in either of the control experiments and 
while this does not remove it as a. possible mechanism 
in the case of P.I.B. solution it does throw considerable 
doubt upon its likely effectiveness. Also any particle 
adhering to the lower (glass) plate should be visible as 
a fixed particle on the photographs and these are not in 
evidence.' Further the rings appear to expand away from 
their point of origin, as stable entities, a process 
which would not be expected if their existence was 
wholly due to streaming.
An alternative possibility in the case of a non- 
newtonian, pseudo-plastic, material would seem to be as 
follows. The depth of the cone-plate gap increases with 
radius and whereas in the centre only a single layer of
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Particles is possible, as r increases there comes a point 
where the pap is sufficient to accommodate two and then 
three particles in depth, how the effective rate of shear 
in the fluid is determined by the relative proportion of 
the pap which is filled wit}?, solid material (particles) 
and thus in 'general there will be a higher effective 
rate of shear in regions a, b etc., than elsewhere.
Should this effect occur and J)(VF) be higher in certain 
regions,then the apparent viscosity will be lower at those 
points due to the non-linearity of the materials flow 
characteristic. Hence particles might be expected to 
remain in this 1 low viscosity” channel rather than 
microte into regions having higher effective viscosity. 
This would offer.the possibility of five or six rings 
appearing in the two centimeter cone with 100 micron 
diameter particles such as we used in this work.
While this would seem to offer a possible mechanism 
resulting in a system very similar to that which has been 
observed,it would be expected to promote rin"s in -ny 
pseudo-plastic material, and they have not been observed 
in the control experiment using SCMC which itself has a 
very narked non-linearity of its flow characteristic. 
Moreover there is no evidence to suggest.that there are 
unique formation rdii common to all rates of shear 
although due to the discontinuous nature of the 
photographic record it was not possible to be definite 
on this point.
This mechanism does offer a possible reason for the 
stability of the rings once they have formed, since by 
the above argument the rate of sheer (0^  in the fluid 
in a region of high nor tide density would be expected to 
be higher than elsewhere in the system. ITow in addition’ 
to the change in the effective viscosity this would also
ibo.
affect the values of (n - o ) end (p - d ) since theseOl il x" Vy
quantities are functions of the rate of shear, and thus 
the normal stress gradient would be modified in the 
presence of a dense group of particles. In justification 
of this hypothesis it has been found, using a 
Rheoqoniometer that for rates of shear in the range 0 -^0 
sec'1 the total normal force was greater by some 101 for 
a suspension of ICallodoc in P. 1.3. solution than for the 
pure P.1.3. solution.
It would apporr therefore that across a rinr- the 
normal stress gradient might be modified as shown in 
fig.°.2. I his effect, together with the chance in
\
effeotive viscosity would both tend to preserve the ring
structure while the modified value of p.. would increasex aa
the radial force on the ring as a whole.
1 further rossibility which appears to be consistant 
with ail the existing data is that the rings were-formed 
b r the presence of secondary fluid flow in the gap.
This phenomenon has been excluded from consideration 
in the usual treatment of cone and nlate results b^ 
the assumption that ty = 0 for the fluid, however it has 
been reported by Hopnmann O O  in vide angle cones when 
the gap contained various viscoelastic materials (including 
P. 1.3. in Cetane). These flows, shown in figure 9.3,
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involve liquid motion in - direction contrary to that 
expected for centrifugal effects and have severed 
separate regions* While these results are not directly 
applicable due to the large cone angle, and the greater 
relative effect of centrifugal forces compared to shearing 
forces, Bhatnagar and Rathna have predicted seconcisry 
flows in narrow angle cones (gap angle 3°) when filled 
with materials obeying the Reiner-Bivlin equation of 
state. These workers predicted a flow pat tern ("figure 9*4) 
which again exhibits several distinct regions* If this 
tyne of flow existed it would seem possible that particles 
would be carried radially with the fluid secondary motion 
and accumulate as indicated in the eddies of bin flow 
system which would be expected to result in four 
intermediate rings and the edge group.(as shown in figure Rd) 
In genera,! this model does fit all the available data 
namely that from trie initial uniform particle 
distribution particles are rapidly swept into rings which 
then tend to be self-maintaining. The overall normal 
stress gradient present in the cone and plate would 
cause the rims and particles to migrate radially across 
the secondary flow pattern as has been observed in 
practice. This model might also account for the rapid 
decay of the rinvs observed (see chapter 7) towards the
fie- 04.
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edge of the cone since it mould be in that region that 
the secondary flow would reverse its direction causing a 
vigorous eddy which might cause the rings to break up.
To investigate these effects more completely the 
following experimental investigation might be attempted; 
a. a measure of across a particular ring in 
an attempt to establish the cause of the ring 
stability.
b) an attempt to follow the motion of individual 
particles in a very dilute suspension in order that
the presence of secondary fluid flow mi"hi oe
established.
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